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FOREWORD

Inadequate farming practices, deforestation and overgrazing are the primary
reasons for declining agricultural productivity in Sub-Saharan Africa. These factors,
driven by socio-economic forces, manifest themselves in market, policy and institutional
failures.
This study examined the dynamics of the loss of soil fertility and low productivity
at the village level. In addition, it looks at the perception and response gap between
officials and local land users in the diagnosis and remedy of land degradation. This gap
often results in conflict, and is a major constraint to the successful implementation of
policies and projects to address land degradation.
The study's findings underscore that sustainable use of land resources and
successful policies and programs require appropriate enabling policies and institutional
arrangements to encourage intensification of smallholder farming systems. This would,
for example, include, increasing the proper use of inorganic and organic amendments,
the development of low-cost soil cover and moisture management techniques, and
expanding draft power. Policies would also require incorporating proven indigenous
practices and knowledge into technical approaches, and ensuring local participation in
decision-making.
This study was undertaken by the Environment Group, Africa Region, as a
component of the Africa Region's Soil Fertility Initiative. Its findings will help shape
investment programs to enhance land productivity in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Kevin Cleaver
Technical Director
Africa Region
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ABSTRACT

Local land users often have different perceptions and responses than officials to
the land degradation problem. This has resulted in conflict with officials in diagnosing
and solving the problem and is a major constraint to the successful implementation of
policies and projects to address land degradation.
The study's findings underscore that sustainable use of land resources and successful
policies and programs require appropriate enabling policies and institutional
arrangements to encourage intensification of smallholder farming systems. Policies
would also require incorporating proven indigenous practices and knowledge into
technical approaches, and ensuring local participation in decision-making.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Official and local land users often have quite different perceptions and responses
to land degradation problems. This situation impedes successful implementation of
policies and projects to address land degradation. Land degradation is also influenced by
local ecological and socio-economic forces, and understanding the dynamics of these
interactions at the local level would contribute to remedy the problem. Hence, this study
examines the most significant issues affecting levels of productivity and land quality at
the community and village level, where local land users take decision on cropping and
livestock management.
The specific objectives of the study were to examine farmers' perceptions,
particularly their understanding and interpretation of factors and indicators which they
link to soil erosion and fertility decline, the level of degradation of crop and pastureland,
and the institutional capacity to implement soil conservation and fertility measures -- with
particular regard to land tenure policies, local organizations and extension service. The
investigators also sought to identify the technologies, best practices and indigenous
knowledge used by households to control erosion, enhance soil fertility, and increase crop
and livestock productivity among smallholders.

Restorationof Soil Fertility
Farmers are aware that soil degradation, in various forms, is taking place on their
farms as well as in the surrounding areas. This is based on their perception and
interpretation of indicators that reveal certain conditions regarding crop and pastureland.
The major indicators farmers cited included rill and gully erosion, water absorption
capacity (level of run-off), exposure of roots, crop yield, change in color of crop leaves,
stunted crops, emergence of weeds and unpalatable species, appearance of termite
mounds, and the disappearance of grass. Most physical and plant species indicators are
local and site-specific.
One approach to mitigate land degradation involves intensification of farming
using sustainable production systems (such as intercropping, composting, farmyard
manure, strip cropping, ploughing crop residue, and agroforestry), and increasing
productivity on the same unit of land. The proper use of chemical fertilizer is important
for the restoration of soil fertility as well as in the intensification of smallholder farms.
Macroeconomic factors, particularly pricing policy, have eliminated fertilizer subsidies,
and drastically reduced the demand for and use of fertilizer. There is a linkage between
high population density and greater incentives to improve soil productivity since
investment in soil fertility and measures to maintain productivity becomes more
rewarding and profitable as the scarcity value of land increases with respect to labor.
Another approach involves extensification of agriculture by clearing new land, often in an
unsustainable way. Extensification is also a means of gaining ownership to new land.
Poverty can be a disincentive to undertaking improved land management practices and
intensification. Poor farmers living in villages are often engaged in cash labor at the time
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of field preparationandtheir land tends to suffermost from soil erosionand fertility
decline.
FarmingPractices
Severalimportantaspects of farmerbehaviorwererevealedthroughthe
examinationof farmingpractices. For example,deforestationwas primarilya resultof
increasingthe areaunder cultivation,not fuelwoodgathering.The use of fire as a landmanagementtool is widespread. It is a means of reducingthe incidenceof livestock
disease and is also used in clearingnew land for agriculturalexpansion. But it has
negativeeffects-- the destructionof vegetationcover, soil organicmatter, loweringthe
diversityof soil fauna,and increasingerosion. The government's effortsto initiate
communaltree plantingwere not widelyaccepted,and farmersindicatedtheir preference
for individualtree plantingon their farms.
Overgrazing
Officialsview largeherd size and overgrazingas major causesof land
degradation.Villagerssee livestockas a signof wealth,and would like to maximizetheir
herd size for their own social, cultural,and economicreasons. This perceptiontends to
encourageovergrazingand.landdegradation. Officialsand extensionagentshave
attemptedto solve this problemby enforcingdestockingpolicies. This policy has been
unpopularamong farmersand difficultto implement. Livestockwere temporarilymoved
into anotherarea,thereby merelytransferringthe problem. Anotherunintendedoutcome
of the removalof livestockwas a substantialincreasein the incidenceof malnutrition.
Officialstried to alleviatethis programby introducingthe zero grazingmethodwhich
focused on improveddairy cows for milk production,and a stall-feedingsystem.
However,this alternativehas not been well receivedsince it does not take into account
the multipleroles and value of livestockin the farning system.
Land Tenure
The majorityof farmersfeel secureabout the land they cultivate. Customaryland
tenure authorityis vestedin local leaders.It is not subjectto regulationand can be held in
perpetuityby farmers,and thus has not been an impedimentto investingin land. Indeed,
most farmershave investedin, or improvedtheir land in terms of tree planting,buying
fertilizer,using farmyardmanure,constructingterracesand waterways, etc. The lack of
investmenthas been moreinfluencedby povertyratherthan an unwillingnessto invest
because of any insecurityof tenure. A morepertinentissue seemsto be conflictover
grazingrights involvingpredominantlycrop producersand pastoralists. This conflictis
more acute where large-scaleoperatorsare expandinginto traditionalpastoral and grazing
areas. In areaswherethere is a largetract of commonpropertyresources,the current
laissez-faireapproachis enhancingconflictandthe degradativeprocess.
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Extensionand Local Organizations
Farmersare reluctant to participatein local associationsmainlydue to their
negativeexperienceswith government-initiated,top-downconservationefforts (suchas
destockingand labor-intensiveconservationmeasures)and the belief that such an
associationcould be used as a rubber stampto promoteunpopularmeasures.
Furthermore,there are few extensionagents at the village level and visits from the
extensionserviceare infrequent.Farmersare suspiciousof extensionagents as they often
see their objectives as beingthe conversionof communallands into government
managedprotectedareas,whichthey will not be ableto use.
The crucialchallengesfacing extensionservicesare (a) developinga technical
packagein improvedcrop and livestockpracticestailoredand fine-tunedto a specific
farmingsystemand agro-ecologicalconditions;(b) incorporatingtested indigenous
knowledgeand land managementpracticesinto the technicalpackages; (c) increasing
nutrientuptakeefficiencyby developingthe best combinationof organicand inorganic
fertilizationmethods; (d) involvingcivic societyand the appropriatelocal organizations
before launchingconservationmeasures; and (e) workingcloselywith research
institutionsin developingand introducingearly maturingand drought-resistantcrops.
Conclusions

The sustainableuse of land resourcesand the successfulimplementationof
policiesand programsto addressthe land degradationproblem would requireenabling
policiesand institutionalarrangementsto encourageintensificationof the smallholder
farmingsystems. This would include suchmeans as increasingthe proper use of
inorganicand organic soil amendments,provisionof permanentwateringpoints,
developmentof low-costsoil coverand water harvestingtechniques,expandingdraft
power,and strengtheninglocal organizationand extensionservices. At the sametime,
there is also a need for policies that discourageenvironmentallydamagingland use
practices,suchas uncontrolledextensificationin communally-heldland and pastoral
areas. An improvedsystemwill also requiretaking into accountland users'
perspectives,local variationsin ecologyand socio-culturalconditions,incorporating
provenindigenouspracticesand knowledgeinto technicalapproaches,and ensuringlocal
participationin decision-making.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

The Context
Fertile land is crucial to provide a livelihood for most people in Sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA). Agricultural land is under enormous pressure from soil degradation,
deforestation, inappropriate farming and grazing practices, population growth, fuelwood
shortage, land tenure conflicts, lack of effective extension service and local organization,
and other institutional and policy shortcomings.
Agricultural production in SSA increased at about 1.5 percent per annum between
1965 and 1990, while population growth averaged close to 3 percent over the same
period. This agricultural growth rate is well below the estimated 4 percent per year which
is essential for many SSA countries to reduce poverty and attain sustainable growth
(Cleaver 1994; Badiane and Delegado 1995). The dismal performance of the agricultural
sector (which must be the engine for overall economic development) is being increasingly
attributed to the land degradation problem facing many African countries. A recent study
(Scherr and Yadav 1996) has identified several subregions in Africa (such as the densely
populated highlands in east and central Africa) as "hot spots" where land degradation -- in
terms of nutrient depletion and erosion -- pose a serious threat to food security and local
economic activity.
The terms "land degradation" and "soil degradation" are often used
interchangeably. However, land degradation has a broader concept and refers to the
degradation of soil, water, climate, and fauna and flora. Soil degradation refers more to
water erosion and wind erosion, as well as chemical, physical, and biological (loss of
organic matter) degradation (Hurni, 1996). This study addresses various forns of both
land and soil degradation, which is crucial to any real effort to ensure productivity, food
security and environmental sustainability.
Declining agricultural productivity and the increasing number of countries
devastated by drought in SSA over the past two decades have raised serious concerns
among African policy makers about whether the land can support the expanding
population, and produce enough to combat poverty and food insecurity. Hence, at the
1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, African leaders appealed for an International
Convention to Combat Desertification. The Desertification Convention, which is now
being ratified by the United Nations member countries, focuses on combating land
degradation in the dryland areas of Africa. African countries are now faced with the
urgent task of addressing land degradation problems in both marginal and high potential
areas.
1

Major Causes
Socio-economic and political factors have forced many countries in SSA to bring
new land under cultivation and to reduce fallow periods to meet the food and fiber needs
of the rapidly increasing population. This extensive approach is reflected in low cropping
intensity and poor yields per hectare (ha) in SSA. Cropping intensity is 55 percent in
SSA -- compared with 110 percent in South Asia -- and the average yield of cereals is
about 1 ton per ha in SSA while it is 2.3 tons per ha for the rest of the developing
countries (World Bank and FAO 1995). Much of the unutilized land in many parts of
SSA is of marginal quality in fragile ecosystems, and extensification of agriculture often
results in depletion of soil fertility and in land degradation.
In the densely populated areas of SSA, intensification of agriculture is reducing
fallow periods and increasing the farming intensity on crop land. A major part of the
cultivable land in SSA (72 percent) suffers from low fertility, loss of soil nutrients, poor
soil drainage and steep slopes, and is unlikely to support the population (FAO 1993).
Soil degradation is widespread in SSA: about 320 million ha of land have been degraded
moderately or severely by overgrazing, deforestation, and poor farming practices, while
about 5 million ha are degraded beyond rehabilitation (Oldeman, Hakkeling, Sombroek
1990).
The land degradation process is not well understood, and most studies have
centered on the physical aspects of this process. The most significant study on extent and
nature of land degradation was that of the Global Assessment of Soil Degradation
(GLASOD) study by Oldeman, Hakkeling, and Sombroek. GLASOD defines land
degradation as a process that lowers the present or future capacity of the soil to produce
goods and services. The most significant single contributor to soil degradation in all
regions, including SSA, is water erosion. Other damage comes from wind erosion,
chemical degradation, and physical degradation -- in order of importance (Oldeman, van
Engelen, and Pulles 1990). Degradation occurs over time, and could have either a
negative or a positive impact on land productivity. Certain types of soil degradation,
such as geological erosion, are part of the natural process. This study focuses on
degradation caused by human activities, and, which, therefore, can be prevented.
In sum, the major causes of land degradation in SSA are overgrazing, inadequate
farming practices, and deforestation. Dryland areas, which cover 65 percent of the total
land area in SSA, are highly susceptible to erosion and various forms of land degradation.
In the dryland areas, overgrazing affects 49 percent of the land, poor farming practices 24
percent and deforestation 27 percent (Oldeman, Hakkeling, and Sombroek 1991). These
causal factors, driven by socio-economic and political forces, manifest themselves in
market, policy and institutional failures, inadequate technologies and practices,
population pressure, poverty, cultural values, and individual behavior (Sharma, Denning,
and Cleaver 1995).
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Nexus of Poverty, Loss of Soil Fertility, and Low Productivity
In many localized areas of SSA, there is a synergy linking declining food
production, high population growth, and natural resource degradation. This nexus
dynamic creates a negative synergy that depletes soil productivity and results in a vicious
cycle of poverty and food insecurity (Cleaver and Schreiber 1994).
Nutrient loss on arable land is significant in areas strongly affected by the nexus
dynamic. Estimates show a net loss of 700 kg of nitrogen(N), 100 kg of phosphorus (P),
and 450 kg of potassium (K)per ha in 100 million ha of cultivated lands over the past 30
years (Sanchez, Izac, Valencia, and Pieri 1995). Crop residue and manure, which were
once a major source of enriching soil fertility, are being used as fodder and fuelwood.
This considerable nutrient loss is reflected in the widening gap between the actual and
potential yield for all the major food crops in SSA. For example, average farm yield for
maize, sorghum, and wheat is 1.6 mt/ha (metric tons per hectare), 0.5 mt/ha, and 1.5
mt/ha, while the potential yield is 5mt/ha, 2.5 mt/ha and 3.5 mt/ha respectively (Sharma,
Denning, and Cleaver 1995).
Loss of soil productivity leads to reduced farm income and food insecurity,
particularly among the rural poor. Over 60 percent of the world's poorest people live in
marginal areas and face a trade-off between short-term needs and the long-term
conservation of natural resources (Leonard 1989). In managing land resources, the poor
often have a "short time horizon", and will resort to maximizing their immediate gains
and overexploitation of natural resources to secure their basic necessities (World Bank
1992; Holmberg 1991). The poor also face financial and socio-economic constraints.
These factors seriously impede improved land management practices and innovations,
which lowers the productivity and income of the poor and reinforce the "vicious cycle".
Hence, narrowing this productivity gap between actual and potential yield is essential to
avoid the poverty and natural resource degradation trap.
Soil degradation incurs substantial loss to productivity. The average loss in crop
yields due to erosion for SSA is estimated at 6 percent, and in 1989, 3.6 million tons for
cereals, 6.5 million tons for roots and tubers, and 0.36 million tons for pulses were lost by
erosion (Lal, 1995). If this erosion level continues, yield loss by the year 2020 would be
14.4 percent (Scherr and Yadav 1996). Based on the data generated by Dregne and Chou
on the areas of dryland by categories of land use and degradation level ( Dregne and
Chou 1992), the average productivity loss for irrigated land is 6.8 percent, for rainfed
cropland, 14 percent and for rangeland, 45 percent (Crosson and Anderson 1995).
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Data Availability
Until recently, there was no reliable data on the rate and extent of land
degradation. Part of the problem has been measuring the impact of change on land
productivity. GLASOD completed the most significant assessment, which indicated that
cropland and pasture degradation are more widespread in Africa than other regions.
About 65 percent of the cropland area and 31 percent of the pastureland in SSA are
affected by degradation (Oldeman, Hakkeling, and Sombroek, 1991). These figures,
however, are only indicative, since the methodologies for such assessment are still under
development. There is also very little data available on lands being improved or
rehabilitated. A new initiative coordinated by the University of Berne is under way, the
World Overview of Conservation Approaches to Technologies (WOCAT), which
attempts to assess soil and water conservation experience worldwide using a
decentralized approach (Humi and others 1995).
Land degradation is often inferred from other features (such as soil characteristics,
land use, rainfall, slope) which may have an impact on land degradation. This method is
plagued by sampling, extrapolation, and calibration errors. Some of the advanced
methodologies used to assess land degradation, such as remote sensing, GIS, and aerial
photography, emphasize easily observable features and indicators of change (such as
gullies, landslide, encroachment of undesirable species), and link these changes to the
active process of land degradation. Approaches that compare existing land use practice
with "ideal" utilization assumes the ideal to be better. For example, the concept of
carrying capacity is derived from such a comparison and has been used by officials to
formulate policies and implement projects on rangeland degradation. Yet, the notion of
carrying capacity does not explain the variation in local circumstances and has resulted in
conflict with local land users (Biot 1991; Abel and Blaikie 1989; Behnke and Scoones
1993; Bartels, Norton, and Perrier 1993).
Many countries in SSA lack a systematic framework in assessing soil and land
degradation. Data on land resources are not reported periodically, making assessment
difficult. This is partly due to the lack of institutional capacity and is a serious
impediment to formulating conservation projects and restoring soil productivity. At the
Earth Summit, nations agreed to implement the Agenda 21 document (blueprint for
Sustainable Development) which makes several references to monitoring, reporting, and
taking appropriate action regarding land (UNCED 1992). This has sparked a
corresponding interest in developing indicators and several studies are underway on
environment and land quality indicators (Pieri and othersl995, Hammond and others
1995; OECD 1994; Adriaanse 1993).
Need for a Practical Approach
The diagnoses of and the solutions to the land degradation problem vary greatly
across disciplines and among stakeholders. The literature shows at least three major
policy paradigms (Biot and others 1995). The first is a classic approach which assumes
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that technical solutions to land degradation are available and that the problem is
implementation-related. The emphasis of this approach has been on technical fixes and
expert opinions, and little merit has been attached to local land users' practices and
participation (Clay and Schaffer 1984). The second paradigm, often referred to as
populist, links poverty and environmental degradation. It emphasizes the participation of
local people by using their knowledge and practices as a guide for policy and action
(Chambers 1983; Blaikie and Brookfield 1987; Mascarenhas and others 1991; Richards
1985; Hudson 1991).
The third approach, often called neo-liberal, draws from both the classic and
populist approaches. From the classic approach, it takes the idea that technology to
control land degradation exists, and from the populist approach, it borrows the notion of
empowerment of the people. It then argues that the major degradative causes are
institutional failures, and the lack of adequate incentives for the adoption of appropriate
conservation technologies among land resource users (Binswanger 1989; Repetto and
Gillis 1988; World Bank 1992). Many soil conservation and land reclamation projects
have been influenced by the classic approach, which has often resulted in conflict
between technology and local farming and socioeconomic conditions.
Official and local land users often have different perceptions about the land
degradation problem. This continues to be a serious impediment to successful land
degradation control projects ( Blaikie and Brookfield 1987; Fortman 1989; Biot,
Lambert, and Perkins 1991). A great deal of literature supports the idea that indigenous
knowledge and practice are often well-informed and should be seriously considered in the
development of technologies and intervention measures to address land degradation
(Chambers, Pacey, and Thrupp, 1989; Fujisaka 1989; Toulmin 1991; Huijsman and
Savenije 1991; Critchely, Reij, and Willcocks 1994; Sconnes 1993; Kruger and others
1995). While the official view is drawn from references to the little data available (often
derived from science), farmers' views are based upon their observations, values, and
experiences. These factors help them to interpret changes on indicators of soil and land
degradation and to make decisions about specific actions.
Land degradation symptoms must be seen within the political, institutional and
socioeconomic forces under which local land users operate. The "short-time horizon" of
the poor is often due to policy and institutional failures such as absence of clearly defined
property rights, limited access to markets and credit, and lack of safety nets. For
example, the drought and environmental crisis in SSA in the 1980s is partly attributed to
high military spending, government-dominated marketing and distribution systems that
squeezed the surplus from peasants, and inappropriate land and forest management
policies which stifled incentives for production and protection of the environment
(Timberlake 1986). Such broader analysis offers deeper insights into the land
degradation problem, suggesting appropriate policy measures that should be applied
before the process becomes irreversible. The cost of rehabilitating already degraded land
is prohibitively expensive -- about ten to fifty times higher than that of preventive
measures taken at an earlier stage (World Bank 1992).
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The interpretationof changein some indicators,and the assessmentof its impact
on land resources,adds to the perceptiongap. For example,there is a common
assumptionamongofficials that land degradationis widespread. This perceptionis not
sharedby local land users. Local technicalknowledgeis based on experienceand
tradition,and has low risks and externalinputs. It is accumulatedslowlyand cannotkeep
pace with changesthat impact the farming system(Ravnborg 1992). Thus, enhancing
farmers'abilityto interpret changesaccordingto the new circumstance,and improving
local knowledgeand integrating it with scientificknowledge,is a significantchallenge.
Soil and land degradationhas diverse effectson individualfarmers,local
communities,society,economic activity, and the environment(Humni1996;Glantz 1987;
Brown and Wolf 1985). This study will present variousoptions that could bring positive
synergiesto restoresoil productivity,enhancefood security,and avert the viciouscycle
of povertyand naturalresource degradation. Someof the key elementswill include:(a)
technicalinnovationbased on provenpracticesand indigenousknowledge,e.g. increasing
biomassproductionthrough intercropping,manure,composting,minimumtillage,
agroforestry, improvedsoil cover and moisturemanagement,strip cropping,contour
tillage and planting,low-cost erosioncontrol and soil conservationtechniques;(b)
enablingpolicies,e.g. pricing policy,fertilizersubsidy,incentivesto ensurefarm-level
profitability;(c) institutionalcapacity, e.g. extensionservice, local organization,land
tenure and conflictmanagement,and data generationand reporting; (d) implicationfor
policies and investmentprograms;and (e) priorityareas of researchto restore soil
productivityandincrease food security.
Policiesand actionsto address land degradationare enactedat various levels
(farm, community,district, regional,national,andinternational). Most conservationand
land resourcemanagementprojects are initiated,administered,and managedat the
districtlevel (Izacand Swift 1994;Pieri and others 1995). The successof such
investmentprogramspartly depends on capacityand effective managementat the district
and village level. The most significantlinkagebetweenlevels of productivityand land
qualityis observedat the village level where local land users take decisions on cropping
and livestockmanagement,with these decisionshavinga direct impacton land
productivity. Insightsabout farmerperceptionsaboutland degradation,responseto
changes,technologiesand best practices,and indigenousknowledgeare gainedat the
village level. Understandingthe dynamicsof these interactionsat the village and farm
level enhancesthe successof policies and programsto addressland degradation. Hence,
the level of interventionselectedfor this study is at the district and village level.
Becauseland degradationis influencedby localecological and socioeconomic
forces operatingin a society (Spoonerand Mann 1982;Chambers 1983;Watts 1985;
Blaikie 1982;Hare 1985;Andersonand Grove 1987;Little and Horowitz 1987;Dejene
1990;Biot and others 1995),the study tries to examinethis complexprocess(in Chapters
2, 3 and 4) throughcase studies at the districtand farm (village)level. The
implementationof policies and projects to addressland degradationhas generallyfaced
6

serious difficulties at the farm level. Thus, by focusing on the farm and village level, this
approach could help in diagnosing as well as finding more responsive solutions to local
ecological and socio-cultural conditions. This approach could also facilitate the
participation of local land users in policy formulation and help implement investment
programs in land resources management.

Objectives of the Study
Understanding the land degradation process requires a deep understanding of local
realities. Based on a systematic household survey, field observation, and interactions
with farmers and local extension agents, this study has generated data on farmer
perceptions of key land and soil degradation issues (such as soil erosion, soil fertility,
livestock, farming practices, land tenure, land availability, and extension) affecting crop
and livestock production.
The study examines farmer observations, interpretations of change indicators, and
responses made by farmers to land and soil degradation. It also assesses the impact of
farmer response on productivity and environmental sustainability. Such an analysis
would enhance our understanding of both the local degradative and beneficial process,
promote local participation, and help in the design of strategies, investment programs and
projects to enhance soil fertility and food security. Furthermore, the analysis contributes
to the general literature on land and soil degradation. This is essential to long-term
progress because of the scarcity of primary data at the farm and household level to
address land degradation.
The specific objectives of the study are to:
*

*

*

*

*

examine farmer perceptions of land degradation, particularly their understanding and
interpretations of factors and indicators related to soil erosion and soil fertility decline
and the level of degradation of crop and pastureland;
identify technologies, best practices and indigenous knowledge used by households to
control erosion, enhance soil fertility, increase crop and livestock productivity among
smallholders;
assess the impact of cropping, tillage, livestock, land, and fuelwood management
practices on soil productivity and the sustainability of the smallholder farming
system;
examine policies that could bring positive synergies to enhance soil productivity and
food security, create incentives for intensification of the farming system, and control
environmentally damaging land-use practices;
examine the institutional capacity issues -- particularly land tenure, local
organizations and participation, and extension service -- that promote strategies and
activities to restore soil fertility, increase farm productivity, strengthen local
organization, and improve the delivery of extension service; and
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contribute to better policies, investment programs, identification of priority areas of
research, and understanding of the land degradation problem.
Chapters 2 and 3 present the farmers view of land degradation and provides
insights about why local land users think and respond as they do. This could help narrow
the perception gap between officials and local land users in diagnosing and finding
solutions to the land degradation problem. These chapters also generate relevant
information on the process, indicators and response to land degradation (at the district and
farm level), and investigate the reasons for farmers adopting or not adopting
recommended technologies.
Policies affecting the use and availability of fertilizer and tree planting
(agroforestry) are also presented in Chapter 2, while policies on water availability and the
use of animal traction are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses policies
influencing land availability, extensification of agriculture through clearing of new land,
land fragmentation, and land tenure and conflict. It also probes ways to build and
incorporate sound indigenous technical knowledge as part of the recommended technical
practices. The summary of the major findings with policy implications is presented in
Chapter 5.

The Setting
The study was conducted in Kondoa District, located in Dodoma Region on the
central plateau of Tanzania (Figure 1) between latitudes 40 30' and 50 36' south, and
longitudes 350 10' and 360 27' east. It covers an area of 13,207 km2 and has a pojulation
of 340,000 (67,797 household). Its population density is about 28 people per km
(Bureau of Statistics 1988). While this figure indicates no shortage of land in the district;
the human and livestock population distribution in the district is uneven, owing to
variations in rainfall and availability of suitable land for farming. The highland areas are
more densely populated and more seriously affected by soil degradation than the
surrounding plains.
According to the Ministry of Tourism, Natural Resources, and Environment,
which has a leading role in defining the National Environmental Policy, land degradation
is a serious problem in Tanzania (Ministry of Tourism, Natural Resource and
Environment 1994). This problem is more serious for land used by smallholders and
agro-pastoralists in semi-arid areas such as Kondoa District. Of the 94.3 million ha of
surface area of mainland Tanzania, smallholders utilize some 5 million ha in crops,
pasture and forest. About 22 million ha of land ( 23 percent of the total area) are
allocated for reserves. This is the largest share of land resources allocated for reserves in
Sub-Saharan Africa. Agricultural land with good cropping potential is estimated at
approximately 10 million ha (6.5 million ha outside reserves and another 3 to 4 million ha
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within reserves), while areas actually under crop are estimated to be 3.5 million ha.
About 85 percent of the cultivated area is used for food crops requiring good land
husbandry conditions (World Bank 1994).
With the rural population growing at 2.6 percent annually, agricultural expansion
is a viable option for smallholders to address population pressure and declining
productivity in most areas of Tanzania. However, in areas where rainfall pattern is
variable and inadequate, and soil poor (as is often the case in Kondoa District, which is
mostly semi-arid), bringing new land into subsistence production, without improved crop
and animal husbandry practice, damages land resources. It can also undermine the
sustainability of smallholder farming systems.
Rainfall in Kondoa District is generally low and unreliable. In addition, Kondoa
District has one of the highest rates of evapotranspiration in the country (1,500 mm/year).
Rainfall comes from highly erosive storms which arrive when the protective
crop/vegetation cover is at its sparsest. For example, 70 percent of the erosive rains occur
in the thirty days after the onset of the rainy season, when the soil surface is sparsely
covered with vegetation (Moore 1979). This underscores the severity of soil erosion in
certain localities.
There are two marked seasons: the hot dry season (June to November), and the
cool wet season (December to May). During the hot dry season, domestic and livestock
water supplies in the district become so scarce that people must travel long distances in
search of water. The main sources of water supply at this time of the year are from the
few boreholes, earth dams (locally known as "charcos"), and shallow dug-out wells on
dry sand rivers. Concentration of livestock at these water source points is a major cause
of land degradation (see for example Murray-Rust 1972 and Christiansson 1981).
There are a number of forest reserves and government and mission-owned forest
plantations in Kondoa District, particularly in the highlands. Most of the forest reserves
comprise of woodlands, except for the one closed forest at Kome. Until the early 1970s,
Kondoa District had been the main source of timber in Dodoma Region, which
accelerated deforestation and soil erosion in the Kondoa hills.
Most of the people in Kondoa District are engaged in agriculture and animal
husbandry for their livelihood. Indeed, the non-farm population is negligible, and even
those residing in the urban areas may be indirectly engaged in agriculture, mainly through
the distribution of agricultural products.
On the whole, Kondoa District can be divided into two main agro-ecological
zones: (a) the Kondoa Hills and (b) the Surrounding Plains.
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The Kondoa Hills
This zone extends northwards from the centre of the district and is comprised of
the Kondoa Eroded Area (KEA). This is probably the most eroded part of the country,
and has been subject to several soil and water conservation schemes. The zone is rolling
to hilly, and dissected by several fault scarps, with numerous tributaries of the Bubo and
Kelema rivers. The zone lies between 1,000 and 1500 m above sea level. It is relatively
wet with rainfall of over 750 mm/year and features of sub-humid areas. The soil are
generally less fertile and intensively cultivated and more vulnerable to erosion because of
relief (Payton and others 1992).
The current vegetation in the Kondoa Irangi Hills are mainly forms of degraded
savanna composed of degraded low tree and shrub savanna and degraded savanna
woodland (miombo), often comprised of low bushland or regenerating scrubs, and
(locally) semi-evergreen montane forest. The degraded low tree and shrub savanna is
found in the drier parts of the area in the southwest, dominated by Acacia sp. The
degraded savanna woodland is commonly found on moderate slopes, particularly in more
moist north and northeast, with a dominance of Brachystegia sp. The semi-evergreen
forest covers the elevated slopes in the northeast.
The Kondoa hills zone can be further sub-divided with reference to the
physiographic and ecological details into:
(i) the more dissected terrain in the south, which is represented by Haubi village in the
study; and
(ii) the less severely eroded hilly terrain in the north which, in this study, is represented
by Bereko.
Surrounding Plains
This zone consists of an undulating plain, with a few isolated hills and some large
swamps. It is generally dry (rainfall below 700 mm/year) with relatively fertile soil,
lying between 500 and 1,200 m above sea level. The geology of the area is more similar
to the Kondoa Hills zone. According to Conyers (1971), this zone is an area of relatively
recent settlement (since the 1940s) with people from the Kondoa highlands still moving
into the area.
Similarly, this zone may be sub-divided into two sub-zones:
(i) the dominant livestock-keeping area as represented by Goima village; and
(ii) the dominant extensive crop production area represented by Mrijo Chini.
Some of the key physical, ecological, and socio-economic features of the two
sample villages representing the Kondoa hills are presented below.
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Haubi village
*

Dissected terrain with severe water erosion features. This is in the Kondoa Hills and
lies between 1000 - 1500 m above sea level. Cultivation takes place in the infertile
sandy alluvial soils and sandy river valleys. This is necessary because the pediments
are dissected by erosion. Average annual rainfall in Haubi is about 900 mm. Typical
soil is shallow, stony and not suited for cultivation. These are remnants of ancient
soils on slopes, which are presently uncultivated because of erosion. There are
bleached sands and loamy sands which developed from a colluvium of foot slopes
and cracking clays (vertisols) and are infertile.
* Old settlement areas where agro-pastoralism (integrated cropping and livestock
activity) has been the dominant farming system for centuries. High population and
livestock pressure have resulted in severe land degradation which prompted the
introduction of government-supported conservation measures (including destocking of
livestock from the village in 1979).
* A serious land shortage leading to expansion in marginal areas within the village, and
outward migration to the surrounding plains.
Bereko village
* This area has a topography similar to the Haubi area but without the severe water
erosion features. There are sandy alluvial fans and sandy river valleys. Cropping and
livestock are well integrated into the farming system, but the area is not destocked.
* Average annual rainfall in Bereko is 750 mm.
* The typical soil profile resembles that of Haubi, but cultivation is mainly practiced in
the pediment and footslopes which are relatively more fertile and not as highly eroded
as Haubi.
* Increasing land shortage due to population growth within an area confined by forest
reserves; and incipient soil erosion because of increasing deforestation.
Similarly, the key physical, ecological, and socio-economic features of the two
sample villages representing the surrounding plains are presented below.
Goima village
* Gently undulating to rolling plain surfaces at an altitude between 500-1200 m above
sea level (referred to as Masai Plains).
* Physical properties of the soils on the crests and pediments slopes which resemble
those of Bereko.
* There are expansion areas on the dry Masai Plains where the displaced livestock from
the Kondoa destocked area (represented by Haubi) were to be sent. While agropastoralism is practiced, livestock rearing is more dominant. Soil erosion features are
increasingly evident, indicating the unsustainability of the farming practice.
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Mrijo Chini
* More flat and represents the other variant of the Masai Plains which occurs within the
same latitudinal range as Goima.
* Soils are similar to those of Goima, but with wider topographic depressions occupied
by readily cultivable soils developed from young alluvium.
* Represents an expansion area on the drier Masai Plains with extensive cultivation and
seasonal migration influx. Migrants may originate from far away (as far as Singida
and Arusha).
* Large-scale farming involving cash crops is widespread. Cropping is the main
activity.
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Table 1: Highlights of key ecological and socio-economiccharacteristics of sample
villages in the study area
(April 1997)
Name of Selected Villages

Key Ecological
and
Socioeconomic
Characteristics
Topography

Haubi
* Hilly with
dissected terrain
* 1000-1500 m
above sea level

Level of erosion

*

Land scarcity
Population density
Type and scale of
farming

*

Settlement pattern

*
*

*
*

Noticeable
severe erosion
features such as
gullies
High
High
Traditionally
mixed farming
but more
emphasis on
cropping after
destocking
Smaliholders
Very old
settlement and
cultural area

Bereko
* Hilly area
surrounded by
forest reserve
*
Similar altitude
as Haubi
*
Moderate
erosion
features
*
*
*
*

High
High
Predominantly
crop farming
Smallholders

Goima
* Rolling Masai
plain
*
500 - 1200 m
above sea level

Mrijo Chini
Flatter type of
*
Masai plain
* Relatively similar
altitude to Goima

_

*

Severe erosion
features

*

Moderate erosion
features

*
*

Limited
Low
Agropastoral
with emphasis
on livestock
Considerable
number of
pastoralists

*
*
*

*

*

None
Low
Predominantly
crop farming by
large-scale
operators
Some of the land
used by
pastoralists
Newly cleared
land due to
agricultural
expansion mainly
by large-scale
farmers
Almost none

*

*

*

*

Moderately old

*

Currently very
limited but
considerable
use before
elimination of
subsidy
High-level use

*

Newly opened
area by settlers
from densely
populated areas
particularly
Haubi
Almost none

*

Limited use

*

Limited use

High level of
involvement

*

Limited level of
involvement

*

Limited level of
involvement

Use of chemical
fertilizer

*

Moderate use of
chemical
fertilizer even
after elimination
of subsidy

*

Use of organic
fertilizer
Conservation
practices

*

High-level use

*

*

High level of
involvement

*

Source: Authors 1997
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Methodology of the Study
The major land degradation issues affecting Tanzania were identified and
discussed at a technical workshop organized by the Institute of Resource Assessment,
University of Dar-Es-salaam. The workshop was held in January 1996 in Dar-Es-salaam,
and involved a multidisciplinary group of local experts representing key govermnent
agencies, national agricultural and livestock research institutes, regional and district level
agricultural and livestock officers, NGOs, middle-level land use and conservation
managers, and scientists.
Participants at the technical workshop identified the land degradation issues
affecting the various agro-ecological zones in Tanzania. The participants' inputs focused
on the most serious problems of small farmers and herders in the largely semi-arid area of
Kondoa District where the field study was conducted. These major land degradation
issues include soil erosion, soil fertility, land availability, farming practices, livestock,
land ownership, household energy, and institutional capacity.
A case study approach helps to contextualize the physical, biological, and socioeconomic factors that cause land degradation in a particular locality. Kondoa district was
selected as a case study for the following reasons:
(a) it represented the more severely degraded areas of Tanzania with widespread
poverty and frequent food shortages;
(b) the district was relatively accessible to conduct field work with limited
financial resources and time constraints; and
(c) there are ongoing activities addressing the issue of land degradation in this
area which could provide some data/information for the present research to build upon.
Taking Kondoa District as a case study, a survey questionnaire was used to gather
primary household data at the village level. The questionnaire was prepared, pre-tested
and administered by the field investigating research team (Dejene, Shishira, and Yanda).
Primary data was also generated by interviewing local extension agents and through field
observation and verification by the same team.
Both stratified and random sampling approaches were used to collect primary data
on the major ecological and socio-economic causes of land degradation identified during
the technical workshop (see Appendix A). Intensive fieldwork within the Kondoa
District was concentrated in four villages carefully chosen through stratified sampling
based on the major ecological zones of the district. The villages representing the various
agro-ecological zones were selected by expert opinion including local farmers, local
extension agents, agricultural officers, livestock officers, and IRA staff members with
extensive experience and knowledge of the area. Through this process, the four villages -namely Haubi, Bereko, Goima, and Mrijo Chini -- were selected to represent the major
socio-economic strata and agro-ecological zones in the Kondoa District. The total
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number of householdsfor Haubi village is 1106, for Bereko 931, Goima, 488, and Mrijo
Chini, 311.
Householdsin each village were interviewedthrough randomsampling. In order
to minimize genderbiases,both husbandsand wives were encouragedto respond to the
questions. Sincethe questionnairedid not aim to gather informationon gender sensitive
issues such as income,the assertion that womenmay not offer factual informationin
front of their husbandswas not an issue. Fifty householdswere interviewedin each
village. The samplesize is adequateto providepolicy-relevantinsights and answers to
the main objectiveof the study, withoutinvolvinglarge-scalesurvey and rigorous
statisticalanalysis(Cemea 1985). The field investigatingresearch team felt that the
combinationof stratifiedand random samplingwas appropriatefor this study and would
generatereliable informationin a cost-effectiveway.
To enhancethe participationof local communitiesand to gain the confidenceof
farmers,as well as for logisticalpurposes, the actualhouseholdquestionnairework in the
field was done largelywith the assistanceof extensionagents living among the farmers.
A concertedeffort was made to verify the informationgatheredthrough the survey
questionnaireby makingfield observationsand cross-checkingwith local extensionstaff.
The survey questionnairewas translatedinto Swahili,and a one-day seminarwas held in
the field in order to familiarizefield interviewerswith the objectiveof the study and the
questionnaire. The questionnairewas pre-testedduringthe first week of February 1996,
and necessaryadjustmentswere made in the secondweekof February 1996in Kondoa
District. The data collectionin the four villageswas undertakenfrom the middle of
February 1996to the first week of April 1996. Most of the statistical analysisof the data
was done from July 1996to September 1996in Dar-es-Salaam.
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CHAPTER 2
SOIL DEGRADATION

Soil degradation commonly manifests itself through soil erosion and soil fertility
decline. Tanzania is one of the developing countries increasingly affected by these two
forms of soil degradation. Indeed, all the major agro-ecological zones encounter this
problem, with varying intensity. The semi-arid areas such as Kondoa District are
particularly vulnerable to these kinds of soil degradation, given the inherent low soil
fertility, low productivity, unreliable rainfall, and improper land and livestock practices.
The majority of the people who work these lands are agro-pastoralists, who depend on
subsistence agriculture and cattle.
Soil degradation in Tanzania has been a growing concern since the late 1920s
when evidence of soil erosion, such as gullies, were first observed in many parts of
Central Tanzania (Gillman 1930). Initial efforts to understand the process focus on the
collection of quantitative data on run-off and soil loss (Staples 1936, 1939; Van Rensburg
1955). Other studies on the assessment of soil erosion (e.g. Gillman 1933, 1934; Rapp
and others 1972 ) collected data on reservoir sedimentation and sediment yield in selected
catchments in Tanzania.
These studies showed that improper cultivation practices, deforestation, and
overgrazing are the major causes of soil degradation in the semi-arid parts of central
Tanzania (Rapp, Berry and Temple 1973). They also illustrated the nature of the problem
and the need to take action. Consequently, the ongoing Hifadhi Ardhi Dodoma (HADO)
- Dodoma Soil Conservation Project was initiated in 1973. The project promotes soil
conservation practices, conservation of grazing land, stabilization of gullies, destocking,
afforestation, and education. The project is implemented by the Government of Tanzania
with the support of the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA).
SOIL EROSION
Most farmers in Kondoa District are aware of soil erosion on their land (Table 2).
Table 2: Farmers' awareness of the existence of soil erosion on their land

Village

Yes (%)

Goima
Haubi
Bereko
Mrijo Chini

90
82
72
70

No (%o)
10
18
28
30

Source:Authors'data, 1997
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Total (lo)
100
100
100
100

The highest number of farmers reporting an awareness of soil erosion on their
fields was in Goima (Table 2). However, based on field observation and discussion with
local extension agents, the level of awareness should have been highest in Haubi,
followed by Goima, Bereko, and Mrijo Chini. The higher percentage of awareness in
Goima as compared to Haubi is most likely because Goima is a relatively new settlement
area and most of the accelerated soil erosion processes may be taking place only now.
Most people in Goima moved from the Kondoa Eroded Area because of the destocking
measures introduced by the government in 1979. In contrast, Haubi is an old settlement
area and farmers in Haubi may feel that erosion and badlands are a part of their
landscape.
Development of gullies and rill and top soil erosion due to rain are the common
indicators acknowledged by a considerable number of farmers in all the villages. Farmers
also reported other soil erosion indicators such as exposure of roots, deposition of
sediments on the farm, color change of crop leaves, soil becoming reddish or sandy, and
increased water run-off in the fields. But there was variation from one village to another
in the number of farmers acknowledging these indicators. For example, soil becoming
reddish and the color change of crop leaves were only acknowledged as indicators in
Goima.
A significantly higher proportion of farmers in Goima (72 percent) reported the
development of gullies. This is more than for any other village including Haubi (36
percent). This again suggests that farmers may recognize the degradative process more in
Goima than any other village. Awareness, however, has not resulted in action to address
the problem in Goima since field validation showed that most farmers are not actually
practicing soil conservation measures. This might be attributed to the negative attitude
most farmers have towards conservation measures, many of which have forced them to
move into areas (such as Goima itself) where conservation is not enforced. It could also
be explained by the affordability factor since conservation may require capital or labor
investment.

The overwhelming majority of farners in the study area (Bereko, 100 percent;
Haubi, 98 percent; and Goima, 76 percent; with the exception of Mrijo Chini 28 percent),
reported practicing some type of conservation measure to deal with soil erosion (Table 2).
However, these responses have to be examined cautiously since a cross-examination
during field work of the soil conservation measures that farmers indicated they were
practicing, showed that these responses were exaggerated in some villages -- perhaps for
good reason. Still, people in the Bereko and Haubi have been influenced for more than
two decades by various land conservation schemes which were initiated by central
authorities and supported by donor agencies. Examples of such schemes are the Dodoma
Soil Conservation Project (HADO) and the Integrated Rural Development Program
(IRDP) in Kondoa District.
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Table3: Types of soil erosion controlmeasuresbeing practiced
Types of measures
Cultivation along contour
Terracing
Strip-cropping
along contour
Bunding
Wind-breaks
Vegetation and crop cover
Grasses waterway
Tree Planting
Re-fill rills and gullies
Construction of check
dams
Planting hedges on field
boundaries

Haubi (%)
5
84
84

Goima (%)
76
4
10

Bereko (%)
30
6
100

Mrijo Chini (%)
2
10
0

32
42
32
24
14
0
0

0
19
2
34
10
8
0

6
40
4
16
42
0
32

6
2
0
0
0
0
12

0

0

2

0

Source: Authors' data, 1997

There was a discrepancy between farmers' responses as indicated in Table 3 and
field validations by the core investigating team. The proper verification of farmers'
response has enhanced the reliability of survey data. For example, terracing is reported to
be widespread in Haubi. In fact, terracing in the proper sense is seldom seen in Haubi
village. Since terracing is one of the technical packages recommended by HADO, most
farmers would not like to admit not practicing it. The cost of terracing, particularly in
terms of labor, is high, and there is a labor shortage in many of these villages. Depending
on the type of terrace, a study in Kenya has shown that it could require 50 - 400 man
days/ha for construction and 5 - 72 man days/ha for maintenance (Kassam and others
1993). Instead of terraces, the field investigating team observed bunded fields, which
involves putting crop residue along the contour as well as raised beds around Lake Haubi
area, which are meant to protect fields from waterlogging.
On the other hand, many farmers in Haubi dig trenches along contours, which for
practical purposes serves as check dams to trap sediments and run-off. Farmers may have
overlooked reporting these conservation measurers in Table 3 because these trenches
once constructed could last up to ten years. There is also widespread cultivation along
the contours in Haubi, particularly where draft power is used as reported in Table 3.
Similarly, observations revealed that the high number of respondents practicing
conservation measures in Goima does not correspond to actual field observation or
discussions with local extension agents. For example, cultivation along contours is not as
widespread in Goima as reported by farmers in Table 3. It seems that Goima farmers
may have been untruthful in responding to this question. This does not mean, however,
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that they were unreasonable, since farmers in general are suspicious in giving information
which they fear can be used against them. Admitting to not practicing conservation
measures enforced in the Kondoa Eroded Area (where most of them originally came
from) by HADO is to admit to transferring the degradation process to a new area. This is
likely to invite unpopular measures such as destocking, which may force them to move
again to another area.
Farmers are also aware of plant species that signify the severity of soil erosion.
The following plant species are identified by vernacular names: Lumumbu, Irenda,
Nyafybyafu, Mbigiri, Ngolo, Ifumdankuku, Malungulu, Ifefere, Chilori, Sorghum
hymathica, Songeya, Monilankumbi, and Ngumbea. The plant species indicators are,
however, site-specific, and their significance as indicators may be applicable only within
a specific locality. For example, in Bereko, 32 percent of the farmers cited Sorghum
hymathica as an indicator, while this species was not reported in Haubi, Goima and Mrijo
Chini. The findings also revealed that the largest number of farmers aware of plant
species indicators are in Bereko, followed by Haubi, and then Goima and Mrijo Chini.
This could be because most of the people in Goima and Mrijo Chini have only recently
moved to the area and are thus not as knowledgeable about local plants.
It would seem that the more information there is regarding plant indicators in an
area, the easier it would be for local key informers (particularly elderly people) to identify
them. For example, in Haubi, one key informer pointed out that two plant species,
Kinyafunyafu (Rhynchelytrum repens) and Mjirojiro (Chrysanthemoides monilifera)
indicated an extreme stage of erosion. In cross-checking it was confirmed that indeed
these species grew on sub-soil on heavily eroded pediment surfaces and along gully
margins. This shows a wealth of local knowledge which can be tapped and utilized in the
development of reliable plant indicators.
In fact, through a quick consultation with a few key informants, the following list
of plant indicators of soil degradation were identified (Table 4).
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Table 4: Vegetation specimen collected from Kondoa Irangi Hills indicating different levels of soil degradation
Vernacular Names
(Ki-rangi)
Idumbasi
Mbigiri

Family Names

Indicator Description

LABIATAE
POLYGONACEAE

Bangibangi
Inyerya
Mlenda
Kinyamsongo
Ngolo
Kinyafunyafu

COMPOSITAE
LILIACEAE
BORAGINACEAE
CAMPANULACEAE
CURCUBITACEAE
GRAMINEAE

Mjirojiro

COMPOSITAE

10

Chrysanthemoides
monilifera
Conyza pyrrhopappa

Msongorera

COMPOSITAE

1I

Spermacose senensis

Njulai/Lukalanga

RUBIACEAE

12

?

Chiloki

GRAMINAE

13
14
15

Bidens pilosa
Vernonia glabra
Clerodendrum
rotundifolium
Hibiscus sp.
Digitaria sp.
Indigofera cuniata
Mellines repreis
?

Mpumbugi
Ipuma
Ifiwi

COMPOSITAE
COMPOSITAE
VERBENACEAE

Plant not eaten by animals and consequently dominates in overgrazed areas.
Appearance of the plant in a farm indicates beginning of decline in soil
fertility.
Grows on exhausted soils.
Indicates soil exhaustion. Occur mainly on sandy soils.
Indicates decline in soil fertility.
Indicates decline in soil fertility.
Indicates poor soil fertility. Occurs on sandy soils.
Occurs on heavily eroded surfaces. Indicates extreme soil erosion. Grows well
on the sub-soil - mainly along gully margins on pediment and on rocky sites.
Occurs on heavily degraded gully sides on pediment slopes as in the case of
all the above species.
Medicinal plant. Occurs on argillic horizon on similar sites to species 8 and 9.
above. Unpalatable plant species growing on cultivated land or around
biomass.
A weed which spreads quickly, difficult to eradicate, and rapidly depletes
fertility around the area it grows.
Indicates extreme lack of fertility, and may indicate poor land management
and lack of inputs.
Indicates fertility deficiency.
Indicator of high soil fertility. Often occur s on termite mounds.
Indicator of high soil fertility. Often occurs on termite mounds.

Choya
Kivumba
Kirima sengo (Fagio)
Ijenga nche
Lumumbu

MALVACEAE
GRAMINAE
PAPILIONACEAE

No.

Species Names

1
2

Ocimum basilicum
Oxygonum stuhlmannii
I _________________________
Tagetes minuta.
Dipcadi longifolium
Sesamum angustifolia
Wahlenbergia denticulate
Vernonia lasiopus
Melinis repens

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

16
17
18
19
20

Source: Authors', 1997
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Occurs on
Occurs on
Occurs on
Occurs on
Occurs on

sand fans.
pediment and sand fans.
sand fans.
pediment and sand fans.
sand fans.

Farmers are aware of the emergence of unpalatable plant species signifying the
degradation of pasture land. The following plant species were given by vernacular
names, Ibangi, Idumbasi, Kikokora, Mpumbuji, Kurivariva, Manyauki, Ijenganchee,
Ikindu, Isinjavudu, Hadai, Athaigumachuchi, Chekenchela, Gugutho, Kuruwiri, Manaye,
Lushinde, and Injenkambi. Similar to the observation made regarding plant species
signalling soil erosion, most of the above plant species were not reported in more than
one village. One of the few exceptions is Ibangi which was reported in Haubi and Mrijo
Chini. Again, this suggests that plant species indicators are site-specific.
With respect to the level of stoniness as an indicator of soil erosion, the majority
of farmers in all four villages felt that there was no change in the level of stoniness on
their farms, suggesting that the level of stoniness is not a good indicator in these
localities. This is largely because most of the stones are found on uncultivated hilltops.
Most cultivation is now concentrated on lower pediment and sandy alluvial deposit areas.
In some areas, notably Goima and Haubi village, a few farmers pointed out that exposure
of roots, deposition of sediments in the farms, and exposure of subsoil are indicators
which signify the severity of erosion.

Soil Fertility
Soil fertility refers to the availability of plant nutrients (particularly N, P, and K)
and soil organic matter in the soil. Soil fertility decline occurs when the use of soil
nutrients exceeds their replenishment. Most soils in SSA have a low nutrient content
(particularly in nitrogen and phosphorus) and a low level of soil organic matter. Soil
degradation results in the depletion of these nutrients and loss of soil organic matter. Net
nutrient removal exceeds replenishment by a factor of 3 to 4 in many Sub-Saharan
countries (Stoorvogel and Smaling 1990). This is considered one of the major reasons for
a decline in food production in these countries (Yates and Kiss 1992; Borlaug and
Dowswell 1994; Sanchez and Leaky 1996; IFPRI 1996). Part of the reason for soil
nutrient loss is a very low use of mineral fertilizer, estimated at 10 kg/ha per hectare in
SSA, the lowest in the developing world (Bumb 1995).
Similarly, most smallholder farming systems in Tanzania do not use adequate
external inputs to compensate for the loss. Although there is no available data on soil
fertility, nutrient loss on smallholder farms is believed to be considerable. There is also
no major improvement in farm and land management practices to avert this trend. This is
even more the case in the study area, which is mostly in semi-arid zones and has low
natural fertility.
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Table 5: Farmers perceptions' of soil fertility decline
Villages
Haubi
Goima
Bereko
Mrijo Chini

Yes (°/°)
84
70
66
62

No (%/6)
14
30
34
36

No Answer (%Io)
2
0
0
2

Total (%O)
100
100
100
100

Source:Authors' data, 1997

A decline in soil fertility was a common problem in all the case study villages
(Table 5). This finding is similar to the Oxford University and Sokoine University study
which showed that farmers in all the major farming systems experienced a marginal
decline in soil fertility (Oxford University and Sokoine University Vol. 1, 1992).
An important finding of the study is that the practice of fallowing is virtually
absent in all villages. In Haubi and Bereko, this reflects an acute shortage of land which
has led to a continuous cultivation of the same plot. Without external inputs for soil
replenishment, and in the absence of soil conservation practices to restore and maintain
soil fertility, the lack of fallowing results in overcultivation and soil fertility decline. A
study conducted in Haubi village and Dodoma District has also revealed that most plots
are cultivated every year, without fallow, and are subject to a significant loss in soil
fertility (Mohamed 1996; Oxford University and Sokoine University Vol. 2, 1992)
The most commonly-cited indicator of soil fertility decline is a decrease in crop
yields. The majority of farmers in Haubi (88 percent), followed by Goima (84 percent),
Mrijo Chini (76 percent), and Bereko (64 percent) pointed out that a decrease in crop
yield is a significant indicator of soil fertility decline. Crop yield is often used as a proxy
measure for land degradation among officials and experts. Other indicators mentioned by
farmers include, crop leaves becoming yellow, crops becoming stunted, weeds, termite
mounds, and disappearance of grass and palatable species.
Farmers are also aware of the existence of plant species which signify soil fertility
decline. The following plant species are identified by their vernacular names: Irenda,
Iduma, Kilimilasengo, Kanga, Mbigiri, Mabangi, Ijenganichee, Inyeri, Mchoya, Lumubu,
Kivumba, Nzolai, Kinyasanga, Chilori, Thathauri, Tutukuru, Ghachananuu, Rangaranga,
and Ilugulu. Some of these plant species indicators are also cited as signifying a high
incidence of erosion. For example, some farmers identifed Irenda (in Haubi), Mbigiri (in
Bereko and Haubi), Chilori (in Goima) as signifying both soil erosion and a decline in
soil fertility.
As with soil erosion indicators, the plant species indicating soil fertility decline
are site-specific. An effort should be made to tap into indigenous knowledge regarding
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indicator plant species and by working with key informants. Most respondents in Bereko
cited Sorrghum hymathica as an indicator of soil infertility, and this was confirmed
through discussions with local extension agents. The extension agent informed us that
Sorrghum hymathica is truly an indicator of soil fertility decline: whenever it colonizes, a
severe loss of soil nutrients follows.
Farmers consider termite mounds as indicators of high levels of soil fertility
(Table 6). Hence, they cultivate selectively around these mounds to grow food crops
(Yanda 1995). Such practices are more concentrated in the Kondoa Eroded Area where
hilltops and hill slopes are covered by closely-spaced termite mounds. Even though
farmers in Haubi have not reported cultivating around termite mounds, as in Bereko
(Table 6), the investigating team observed during the field work, some farmers are
involved in such a practice. It was beyond the objective of this study to investigate the
soil characteristics of termite mounds, but other studies have analyzed soil samples from
termite mounds in similar environments (Dodoma area). These studies showed that the
soil is rich in phosphorus, has a suitable acidity level, and has high exchangeable bases,
enhancing the soil organic content (Johansson and Stromquist 1977).
Most farmers are taking various measures to improve soil fertility. Those villages
which indicated high participation in soil erosion control were the same villages which
indicated high involvement in soil fertility restoration, with Haubi (94 percent) and
Bereko (92 percent) at one extreme, and Goima (58 percent) and Mrijo (38 percent) at the
other. Field observations by the investigating team also corroborated that most of the
fields (shambas) in Haubi and Bereko were well-maintained. Farmers in these two
villages were also systematically using compost manure and cow dung to enrich fertility.
One of the reasons is the ongoing land management/conservation schemes in the area,
which have also influenced the widespread use of soil conservation practices, as
discussed earlier under soil erosion (e.g. HADO).
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Table 6: Soil fertility enriching practices
Practices
Intercropping
Use of inorganic
fertilizers
Use of compost
manure/ploughing in
crop residue
Use of farm-yard
manure
Agroforestry
Cultivating around
termite mounds

Haubi (%)
32
36

Goima (%)
2
2

Bereko (°/)
10
0

Mrijo Chini (%)
22
0

66

2

22

0

54

62

86

38

4
0

6
0

38
8

0
0

Source: Authors'data, 1997

Table 6 shows that more farmers in Haubi and Bereko are taking measures to
maintain soil fertility. This could be partly be due to the influence of ongoing land
management/conservation schemes (such as HADO). But a more significant explanation
is the increasing population density and scarcity of land in Haubi and Bereko. There is a
linkage between high population density and incentives to improve soil productivity,
since investment in soil fertility-enhancing measures to maintain productivity becomes
more rewarding and profitable as the scarcity value of land increases with respect to
labor. Similarly, more farmers in Haubi and Bereko are using oxen ploughs (Table 7)
and making investments in their land (Chapter 4). These findings suggest that high rural
population density could lead to a greater incentive to improve soil productivity, and
tends to support the hypothesis that population growth could be a positive force towards
intensification and land improvement technologies (Boserup 1981).
On the other hand, the majority of farmers in Mrijo Chini do not find investment
in land rewarding. Nor do they take serious measures to increase soil fertility. This could
be partly attributed to low population density and freely available land in the surrounding
area. As described under the tillage system, many of the farmers in Mrijo Chini use
heavy machinery to clear new land for ploughing. This is done more to increase
efficiency than to improve the land. It is more profitable for these farmers to bring new
land into cultivation, often in an environmentally damaging way, than to make an
investment in existing land.
This study suggests that poverty can be a disincentive to undertaking soil and land
improvement measures, resulting in the vicious cycle of poverty and natural resource
degradation. Field observations and discussions with local extension agents determined
that most farmers in Goima are relatively poor and operate in a more fragile environment.
The majority of the respondents in Goima (64 percent), more than any other village, have
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received governmentand outside assistancein timesof food shortage. In addition,most
respondentsindicatedthat they perforn casual laborto earn cash, often duringthe peak
period of preparingthe field for planting. As a result,they have little time to work and
improvetheir own farms. These farms,as observedduringfield work, are actually
affectedby rill and gully erosion, and experiencean acceleratedloss of nutrients and
organicmatter.
A case studyin BabatiDistrict, Tanzania,has showna relationshipbetween
poverty and environmentaldegradation.Very poor householdswhich must combineday
labor with work on theirown fields oftenhave littletime for second ploughingand timely
weeding. Thus, they plant late, which adverselyaffectsyields. A 50 percent difference
in yield was observedbetweena field that is hastilyploughedand planted late with
insufficientspacing,and one that is carefullyploughedtwice and planted at the
appropriatetime with sufficientspacing(Lindberg1996).
A povertyprofilein Tanzaniahas also demonstrateda link betweenpoverty and
failure to investin land. Fertilizeruse was considerablyhigher among farmersabovethe
povertyline (40 percent)as opposed to those belowthe povertyline (30 percent)(World
Bank 1993). The Oxfordand SokoineUniversitystudy underscoredthe link between
poverty and land degradationby showingthat the smallestnumber of farmersinvestingin
land were in the agropastoralistproductionsystem,whichconsists of relativelypoor
farmersin marginalareasas comparedto otherhigher potentialareas in Tanzania(Oxford
Universityand SokoineUniversity Vol. 2, 1992).
The use of inorganicfertilizeris an importantinputin the intensificationprocess.
Its proper use can replenishnutrients, enhancesoil fertilityand biomass, and increase
crop yields. Fertilizeruse in Tanzaniais very low, with an average input level of about 1
kg/ha on agriculturalland,and a total of 140,000t fertilizerproductsper year (IFAD
1991). In addition,over 80 percent of the fertilizergoes to the high-potentialNorthern
and Southernhighlandregions. Most farmersin Tanzaniaand the study areause
fertilizeron maize whichis the staple crop.
The use of chemicalfertilizerin the study areais insignificant,exceptamong
some farmersof Haubi(36 percent),as indicatedin Table 6. There was also a substantial
decline in the arnountof fertilizersold in KondoaDistrictduringthe period 1990- 1994
when subsidieswerebeingphased out. For example,datafor Kondoa district revealed
that NPK fertilizer,whichis used by many farmersduringplanting, has declinedfrom
300 t in 1990/91to 2 t in 1993/94. There was also a declinein use of two types of
fertilizers(CANand UREA)often used as top dressing,from 243 t in 1988/89to 18 t in
1993/94.
Macro-economicfactors,particularlypricingpolicy,which eliminatedfertilizer
subsidies,is a significantfactor that has drasticallyreducedthe use of inorganicfertilizer
to smallholders. Beforethe eliminationof the subsidyin 1990/91,the cost of a 50 kg bag
of urea was Tanzanianshs. (Tz shs.) 3222 and NPK Tz shs. 3, 476. In 1994/95after the
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elimination of the subsidy, the cost of a 50 kg. bag of urea was Tz shs. 10,000, and NPK
Tz shs. 11,000. A good example of the sharp decline in inorganic fertilizer due to the
higher price is observed in Bereko, where, at present, no one is using it. Yet, more than
any other village, all respondents in Bereko indicated that fertilizer is beneficial, and 80
percent have bought fertilizer in the past (see Chapter 4), and would use it again if the
price was not prohibitive. Bereko has a favorable climate and rainfall pattern, and risk
aversion has not been a major constraint in using fertilizer or improved seed.
The evidence points to the elimination of subsidies as the most significant factor
in the dramatic decline of fertilizer use. During the period when the elimination of the
subsidy was put into effect (1990-1994), fertilizer prices increased by 184 percent to 412
percent, depending on the kind of fertilizer (Bagachwa and others 1995). At the same
time, the price that farmers get for maize has not increased as significantly (it is estimated
to have risen between 30 percent and 90 percent). Fertilizer has clearly become too
expensive and virtually out of reach for most farmers in Bereko.
This subsidy removal was taking place alongside the rapid devaluation of
currency and the privatization of state-owned enterprise. This was part of an economic
liberalization program. Experience from other countries taking similar measures show a
drastic decline in fertilizer use. As a result, some have argued against the removal of
subsidies during a period of macro-economic instability, especially during rapid
devaluation (Bumb and Baanante 1996).
Discussions with local extension agents and a detailed study on farming practices
in Haubi village (Mohamed 1995) suggest a widespread use of chemical fertilizer in
Haubi prior to the elimination of subsidies in 1994. Most farmers in Haubi are not using
fertilizer, citing its high price and its limited availability in local markets. Still, fertilizer
use in Haubi is considerable (36 percent), while it is insignificant in other villages.
Farmers in Haubi seem to rely on the use of inorganic fertilizer to maintain yields, since
they have limited options in using farmyard manure (due to the removal of livestock).
Some use it even at a high cost, since mineral fertilizer is essential to get any yield on
some of the plots where the soil nutrients have been virtually depleted. But most farmers
are using compost manure, which underscores the ingenious way farmers are
counteracting the negative impact of destocking measures on soil fertility.
A widespread decline in fertilizer use was reported nationally as well as in
Kondoa district after the removal of the subsidy. Fertilizer was no longer an affordable
investment for farmers nor for local retailers who supply it to smallholders. In addition to
the increase in fertilizer price, demand for fertilizer has been affected by the rapid
withdrawal of the Tanzanian Fertilizer Corporation (TFC) from fertilizer distribution,
again a result of the economic liberalization program. The TFC was the sole importer
and distributor of fertilizer prior to 1992, and contracted private traders and retailers to
distribute fertilizer, allowing a 15 percent profit margin. With the withdrawal of TFC
from fertilizer distribution, many of the administrative and transportation costs had to be
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recoveredby retailers, therebysubstantiallyreducingthe profit marginand fertilizer
availability,particularlyto those farmerswho livedfar away from the towns.
There is growing evidencethat state-ownedenterprises(such as TFC) are
inefficientin the marketingand distributionof fertilizerand that the privatesectorshould
play a more importantrole (Pinstrup-Andersenand Pandya-Lorch1994;Bumband
Baanante1996). The issuebeing debated is whetherthe transitionto the privatesector
shouldbe gradualor rapid. In Tanzania,the so-called"big bang" approachwas taken.
This involveddismantlingTFC to make room for a small private sectorwhichhad a very
limitedtransport,storage,and marketingcapacity. On the other hand, the gradualist
approachsuggeststhat the governmentshouldwithdrawslowly,since buildingprivate
sectorcapacitywill take a long time.
Similarto Tanzania,countrieswhichhave taken the "big bang" approach(such as
Ghana,Zambia,Poland and Russia)have loweredfertilizeruse (Bumband Baanante
1996)duringthe liberalizationperiod. On the other hand, Bangladeshtook a step-by-step
approach,which involvedprivatizingretail marketingfirst, followed by privatizing
wholesalemarketing,and then privatizingfertilizerimportation. This processcontinued
from 1980to 1993,and at each stage,the necessarymanagement,institutionaland
infrastructurecapacity was developed,resultingin an annual 8 percent increasein
fertilizeruse during this period (Ahmed 1993).
Table 6 also indicatesthat most farmersare using farmyardmanureas a means of
maintainingsoil fertility,except in Mrijo Chini. Even in Haubi, wherelivestockkeeping
is highlyrestricted,exceptfor ploughingand dairy purposes,almost 55 percentof the
respondentsare using farmyardmanure. Duringfield investigation,some farmers
indicatedthat farmyardmanurehas a long residualeffect and does not have to be applied
everyyear. They also recognizethat farmyardmanurecould help to trap the chemical
fertilizerand make it more effective. Hence, increasingthe supply of farmyardmanure is
a viableoptionin the restorationof soil fertilityand enhancingsoil organicmatter among
smallholdersin the study area. The existingdestockingmeasureswhich forbidsthe
keepingof livestockexceptfor traction(discussedin Chapter3) in the KondoaEroded
Area, includingHaubivillage,puts these farmersat a great disadvantage,and it would
seemprudentto re-examinethis policy.
The findings of this study also suggestthat agroforestryis not widelyused as a
meansof maintainingsoil fertility (Table6). Agroforestrycouldplay a potentially
valuablerole in enhancingsoil organicmatterand improvingland productivity(Sanchez
1995;Cooperand others 1996; Nair 1992;Kidd and Pimentel 1992;and Cookand Grut
1989). Soil organicmatter helps retain essentialnutrients,improvesinfiltrationand
water-holdingcapacity,and reduceserosion(Wommerand Swift 1994). Evenwhen
inorganicfertilizeris available,a minimumamountof organicmatter is requiredfor its
efficientuse (Budelmanand Zander 1990).Giventhat externalinputsmay continueto be
unaffordableand the poor infrastructure,marketingand storage facilitiesof Kondoa
District,agroforestrycould be useful in maintainingsoil fertility. But further
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investigation is merited to establish agroforestry as a profitable investment and the best
alternative for the sustainable increase of land productivity.
A considerable number of farmers indicated practicing agroforestry in Bereko
(Table 6). More Bereko farmers (46 percent) also reported relying on agroforestry to deal
with a fuelwood shortage compared to other villages (see section on fuelwood). The
reason for the number of farmers practicing agroforestry in Bereko is likely to be because
of the ILO-supported agroforestry project that operated there. However, the majority of
farmers in all villages, including Bereko, do not practice agroforestry. This could
possibly be for two reasons. First, the practice of agroforestry as proposed to farmers
may not be profitable under the ecological and socio-economic circumstances, unless it is
subsidized. Second, given the general weakness of the extension service in reaching
Kondoa District villagers in a systematic way (discussed in Chapter 4), farmers may not
be fully aware of the benefits of agroforestry or are not acquiring the technical
information to effectively integrate trees with traditional crops.
The majority of farmers in the study area are also not using improved seed, except
in Bereko. The reason for most farmers reporting the use of improved seed in Bereko is
due to the Sasakawa Global 2000 project, which distributes improved varieties of maize,
beans, and drought-resistant crops around Bereko. In fact, it was in Bereko that most
farmers indicated the growing of short-maturity variety maize (74 percent) and droughtresistant crops such as potatoes (30 percent) as measures they took in times of drought.
There were also a number of extension activities witnessed in this area during field work
associated with this study.
Most farmers in the study area have experienced drought and some type of food
shortage which they attribute to lack of rainfall. This finding supports previous studies
which have emphasized that a lack of rain was the major cause of famine in the semi-arid
part of Central Tanzania (Brooke 1967; Latham 1964; Mascarenhas 1966). In times of
crisis, most farmers in Haubi and Mrijo Chini reported buying food, whereas in Goima
they depended on food assistance from relatives or through casual labor or selling
livestock. Farmers in Goima also depend more heavily on livestock for coping with food
shortages, as compared to other villages. Haubi is close to Kondoa town, and some
farmers are involved in off-farm income generation activities, and are thus likely to have
cash to buy food in times of drought. Most farmers in Mrijo Chini are large-scale farmers
who invest in farming to get a quick return and are likely to have access to cash.
Except in Goima, most farmers in the study area claimed that they have not
received government or outside assistance in times of drought and food shortage. This
could be either because there is no mechanism or safety net for coping with drought and
associated food shortages in Goima or because food shortages have not been as acute in
other villages as in Goima to necessitate government intervention.
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CHAPTER 3
FARMING PRACTICES

Over 90 percent of the population in Tanzania is rural and depends on land
resources for its livelihood. Hence, an examination of farming practices is critical to any
study of the man/land interrelationship as well as to understand the degradative process.
The farming system in Kondoa District is agro-pastoral. However, the emphasis
on cropping and livestock activities may vary from one village to another. For example,
livestock is an integral aspect of the farming system in Bereko but not a major source of
livelihood or income in Goima. This chapter examines the impact of cropping and
livestock practices on land degradation.
Cropping Systems
A common feature of the cropping systems in Kondoa District is the widespread
practice of intercropping. Intercropping, particularly that which utilizes legumes, is a
deliberate measure to maintain soil fertility. For example, in Haubi, intercropping is so
intensively practiced that it is difficult to identify which is the main crop. In Haubi,
intercropping always involves incorporating a legume, such as beans or cowpeas, with
other crops. The emphasis on legumes is to enhance soil fertility, since destocking has
made farmyard manure unavailable. In addition, inorganic fertilizer use has fallen
drastically because of the high prices (see Chapter 2).
Because intercropping is also an effective means of spreading risk in areas where
rainfall is unreliable, the overwhelming number of farmers in the study area practice it.
This study revealed that the actual combination of crops intercropped in the farming
system may vary from one place to another, presumably due to variations in the local
conditions. For example, in Haubi, there are three common intercropping systems,
namely, maize + beans + cowpeas; maize + beans; and maize + pigeon peas +finger
millet. In Goima, it is maize + finger millet; maize + sunflower; maize + sorghum. In
Bereko, it is maize + cow peas; maize + beans; and millet + cow peas. In Mrijo Chini, it
is maize + finger millet; and maize + sun flower. It should be noted that in Goima and
Mrijo Chini, legumes are not used as much as a measure to increase soil fertility. This
again supports the earlier observation that farmers in these two villages are not investing
in land improvement practices.
The hand hoe is the most commonly used tool for cultivation in Kondoa District.
This is generally true for Tanzania where over 70 percent of the cropped area is cultivated
by the hand hoe, about 20 percent by ox-plough and 10 percent by tractor (Oxford
University and Sokoine University Vol. 2, 1992). Most farmers in Bereko and Haubi use
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animal traction, which is rarely used in Goima and Mrijio Chini (Table 7). Tractors are
used by a large number of farmers in Mrijo Chini.
Table 7: Farm implements used for tillage practices
implement's
Hand hoe
Oxen
Tractor

Haubi (lo)
88
68
0

Goima (%l)
96
24
24

Bereko (%o)
20
76
12

Mrijo Chini(Ol)
94
18
58

Source:Authors'data, 1997

Most farmers in Mrijo Chini, and some in Goima, are using hired tractors to
cultivate and clear new land. Farmers in these villages, particularly in Mrijo Chini, own
and operate comparatively large farms on the plain, which are suited for mechanized
cultivation. In most cases, both tractors and labor are hired for the first ploughing, and
are often used in an environmentally damaging way. Field observations in Mrijo Chini
showed that, for the purpose of efficiency in operation, tractors were tilling up and down
the slopes rather than along the contour, causing severe erosion in some areas. Other
observers also noted similar practices in some areas of Goima (Ostberg 1995).
The ways in which crop residues are utilized in a farming system has important
implications for nutrient recycling and soil and water conservation. Generally, in Kondoa
District, crop residues are used for livestock feed, domestic fuel, and/or as compost
manure. Results from the study areas show great variations in the purpose and intensity
of crop residue utilization. This variation is influenced by the specific physical and
socio-economic forces operating in the locality.
In Bereko and Goima, the majority of respondents (64 percent and 52 percent,
respectively) use crop residues for feeding livestock. In Bereko, crop residue is
systematically used for livestock feed since livestock have very limited access to grazing
land. Moreover, the crop residue fed to animals is used to enrich soil fertility through
farmyard manure. On the other hand, in Goima, livestock are fed on crop residue as part
of the grazing pattern, where they are left to roam freely on cultivated land immediately
after harvest. The majority of farmers in Goima (62 percent) -- more than in any of the
other villages -- bum crop residue to eradicate pests and tsetse fly and to ensure a good
regeneration of grass. This indicates that they do not depend on crop residue for feed or
to maintain soil fertility. Instead, they have a well-timed grazing system by which they
move their cattle outside the village (often to Masai plains) during the dry season and
time of burning.
In Haubi, more than anywhere else, most of the crop residues are used for making
compost manure. This is the farmers' own innovative mechanism for dealing with
limited farmyard manure (due to destocking) and limited use of inorganic fertilizer (due
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to high prices). Most of the respondents in Mrijo Chini utilize crop residues for cooking.
Large-scale clearance of forest and natural vegetation for cultivation in these areas has
resulted in shortages of fuelwood. A considerable number of farmers in Bereko also use
crop residue for cooking. This response may be suspect at first glance, given the plentiful
forests and woodlands in the surroundings area. However, most of these woodlands are
forest reserves and not accessible to villagers.
The use of fire as part of a land management tool is widely practiced by farmers in
Goima (100 percent) and Mrijo Chini (54 percent), as opposed to farmers in Haubi (22
percent) and Bereko (4 percent). The reason for nearly everyone in Goima using fire is
the significance of livestock and pasture to people in the village. Fire is the best means of
reducing the incidence of livestock disease, such as trypanosomiasis. It also encourages
the fresh regeneration of grass and pasture for livestock. Fire in Mrijo Chini is often used
when clearing new land.
However, the uncontrolled use of fire, as witnessed in these areas, could destroy
vegetation cover, soil organic matter, and the diversity of soil fauna. This would increase
the incidence of erosion and vulnerability to various types of degradation. Frequent
burning may also adversely impact afforestation efforts in the area. Thus, the
environmental cost of using fire as a rangeland management scheme may outweigh its
short-term benefit and will adversely impact on soil fertility as well as environmental
sustainability.

Fuelwood
In the study area, fuelwood is the single most frequently used source of household
energy. This study establishes that deforestation in the study area is essentially due to
agricultural expansion rather than to households trying to meet fuelwood needs. The
areas where farmers reported serious shortages of fuelwood closely coincided with those
areas where extensive clearing of forest is taking place for cultivation. This was observed
in Mrijo Chini.
Reports by farmers and the field team's observations confirmed that there is no
serious shortage of fuelwood in the study area. This is supported by the fact that most
respondents do not walk long distances to collect wood. One exception is Mrijo Chini
where 94 percent of the respondents walk 5 to 10 km to collect wood (Table 8). The
apparent fuelwood shortage in Mrijo Chini is essentially due to the large-scale clearing of
forest land in the plains, often by heavy machinery and burning, for agricultural
expansion. It is not related to satisfying household fuelwood requirements.
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Table 8: Average distance to collect wood

Distance (km)

Haubi (%) Goima (%)

Bereko (%/o) Mrijo Chini (%)

Less than 1
1- 5
6 -10
>10

52
38
0
0

2
84
2
0

12
78
4
0

0
40
42
12

Source: Authors' data, 1997

As shown in Table 8, it is only in Haubi (52 percent) that a significant number of
farmers travel less than 1 km to collect fuelwood, suggesting that fuelwood is available
close to their homes. What might be the reasons for this? First, Haubi has benefited from
HADO afforestation activities which have promoted individual tree planting. Second, by
virtue of being close to Kondoa town, Haubi may have gained more from the Village
Afforestation Program in Tanzania which has been active in Kondoa District in the past
two decades. Under the Forest Division, the Village Afforestation Program planted trees
on land allocated by villages. However, seedling production to serve the whole of
Kondoa District was centralized in five nurseries close to Kondoa Town. Given the
Forest Division's lack of transport facilities and the relatively poor infrastructure in the
district, there may have been no distribution of seedlings to many villages outside Haubi.
The Village Afforestation Program has been active in Bereko since 1985 with
funding from the International Labor Organization (ILO). Yet, very few respondents in
Bereko indicated walking less than 1 km to get wood. The ILO-supported effort in
Bereko emphasized employment generation through hiring local people for the
establishment and management of communal woodlots. With paid forest attendants,
communal woodlots were well-managed, but only during the project period (Kerkhof
1990). Hence, the program may not have increased individual tree planting in Bereko. In
fact, most farmers may well be collecting dead wood from forest reserves with or without
the knowledge of the local authorities. It was only in Bereko that a considerable number
of farmers reported that the government prohibitions against cutting indigenous trees
were the main reason for the fuelwood shortage in their village.
There was a clear consensus among the interviewed farmers about which
measures would best address the fuelwood shortage in their villages. Nearly all
respondents agreed that planting communal trees and village woodlots would not help
with the problem; instead, they preferred planting trees on individual farms. The
experience with the Village Afforestation Program in Kondoa, which focused on
communal woodlots, illustrates why farmers may be justified in these views. Under the
village woodlot program, about 1000 ha of land were planted between 1973 and 1985.
By 1989, this operation came to a standstill as villagers saw no benefit to themselves
from this program, and, therefore, showed little interest in protecting and managing
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woodlots. Also, there was extensive damage from grazing, burning and cutting (Kerkhof
1990). As a result, the Forest Division is now promoting tree planting on the farmer's
own land.

LivestockKeeping
Overgrazing is one of the major forces fueling the land degradation problem in the
semi-arid and arid areas of Tanzania, where agropastoralism is being practiced on
marginal lands. The official view on land degradation in these areas is that large numbers
of livestock are causing overgrazing and subsequent land degradation. Destocking was
considered an appropriate measure to deal with the problem. Consequently, in 1979, over
90,000 domestic animals were compulsorily removed from nineteen villages in the
Kondoa Eroded Area by HADO (Kikula 1996).
The destocking measure is in direct contradiction to the social and the cultural
values attached to livestock by rural society. For various social and economic reasons,
rooted in their traditions, farmers in the study area would generally like to maximize their
herd size. Livestock is considered a sign of wealth and kept in large numbers in Kondoa
District (Mung'ong'o 1995). Even with the apparent shortage of pasture reported in all
villages during field work, the majority of interviewed farmers indicated their desire to
maximize herd size. Farmers were not given any compensation for the loss suffered by
destocking nor are they aware of any perceptible benefits. Suffice it to say, the
destocking measures are unpopular among farmers, and their implementation difficult in
Kondoa District. For example, field observations showed that destocking regulations are
not generally being complied with in the Kondoa Eroded Area. This is also confirmed by
another field study which witnessed peasants protesting by burning HADO tree
plantations on former grazing areas, opening up farms in eroded areas without
permission, and grazing illegally on destocked areas in spite of HADO policing
(Mung'ong'o 1995).
Recently, HADO has attempted to reintroduce livestock through zero grazing
technology in the Kondoa Eroded Area. The main objective is to address the increased
incidence of malnutrition in the area caused by a shortage of milk, while generating
income through the sale of milk (Shayo and Kategile 1992; Shayo and others 1993). The
zero grazing approach centers on improved dairy cow and stall-feeding systems, and
stipulates that participating farmers should have enough land (about one acre) for fodder.
It also requires farmers to construct a cowstall and hay shed, ensure availability of water,
purchase necessary dairy and veterinary items, and pay a down payment for improved
dairy cattle (Kerario 1996).
Field investigations revealed that villagers have not widely adopted the zero
grazing approach. Some of the main reasons for this, as identified by Kerario and
confirmed by field investigations, are a high demand on labor, lack of cash to buy
improved dairy cattle, lack of markets for milk, and a shortage of land for pasture
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(Kerario 1995). There was also little participation among farmers in the decision-making
process leading to the recommendation of the zero grazing technology. Furthermore,
while the project objective is primarily milk production, farmers in the sample villages
did not view milk as their major priority. In fact, the main purposes for keeping livestock
are security against crop failure, a source of food and investment, draft power, farmyard
manure, and social status which was also observed by Kerario in the same study area
(Kerario 1995).
The economic merits of zero grazing, particularly with milk production, are still
uncertain. A study in Dodoma District, Mvumi area, have projected the returns from
zero-grazed cows over a ten-year period assuming an "ideal" condition. Based on this
analysis, after 3.5 years, farmers could receive 31Tz shs/hr from milk production, which
is higher than the official minimum wage (Holtland 1996). However, the Muvumi area is
close to Dodoma town, and has a good market nearby where selling milk could be
profitable. On the other hand, experience from the West Usambaras area of Tanzania
showed that the system was labor-intensive, stall construction and improved cattle were
unaffordable for many farmers, improvements in milk yields were comparatively low,
and the system could not cover its costs (Kerkhof 1990). In addition, a few of the farmers
who have adopted zero grazing in Haubi reported their main reasons to be milk for
domestic purposes and sale, source of farmyard manure for their own fields and for sale.
Sale of farmyard manure was not anticipated as one of the zero grazing objectives. But
given that agroforestry is not widely practiced among most farmers in the study area
(Table 6), farmyard manure could be an efficient and viable means of enhancing soil
organic matter in this area.
All the sample villages are experiencing a shortage of pasture and livestock feed
in varying degrees. For example, the largest number of respondents facing pasture
shortage came from Goima (64 percent), followed by Bereko (48 percent). Field
observations and discussions with livestock officers revealed a very high concentration of
livestock in Goima, followed by Bereko. Most farners in Goima are agro-pastoralists
who attach more significance to livestock-keeping than cropping.
Rainfall failure affects the availability of livestock pasture in the same way as it
affects food availability (Chapter 2). Farmers, depending on their locality, have devised
their own measures to mitigate pasture and livestock feed shortages. These measures
included grazing in distant places (as practiced in Goima); storage of crop residues (as
practiced in Bereko and Haubi); and grazing in river valleys (as practiced in Bereko).
Water for livestock and domestic purposes is a key issues for among all the
sample villages. The overwhelming number of respondents have no permanent source of
water for livestock, except at Mrijo Chini, where a few farmers had access to pumped
water from boreholes. Large swamps on the Masai plains are a source of water and
watering points for livestock in Goima. In Haubi, a major source of watering points is
shallow wells on sand rivers and sand fans. Small streams in Bereko are common
watering points.
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Tramplingalong livestockroutes and around the wateringpointshave caused
severe rill and gully erosionin the study area. This type of degradationwas also reported
in other studies (Murray-Rust1972;Stromquistand Johansson1978;and Christiansson
1981). The core investigatingtearn witnessedan exampleof this kind of land
degradationon the road betweenGoima and Chandamavillages.
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CHAPTER 4
LAND AND INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

Land Availability
Land availability often influences farning practice, and affects the land
degradation process. In Tanzania, as in most parts of Africa, when population density has
been low and land abundant, shifting cultivation and transhumant pastoralism have
functioned in ecological equilibrium. This equilibrium was possible because people
moved to new areas when soil fertility declined or pasture was exhausted. This mobility
allowed the land to recover. As population density increased, agriculture gradually
became permanent, and included such features as the integration of livestock into the
farming system and the practice of various conservation measures (Ruthenberg 1980).
Many SSA countries are trying to cope with the transition from an extensive to a
more intensive farming practice, and the transition is affecting soil productivity and yield.
Unlike Asia, the reduction in fallow periods in SSA has not corresponded with other soilenriching practices, particularly with the use of inorganic fertilizers. In fact, fertilizer use
has declined substantially in the study area due to the prohibitive price of fertilizer (see
Chapter 2). As a result, most farmers rely on intercropping, ploughing crop residue,
utilizing farmyard manure, composting, and planting of nitrogen-fixing crops (Chapter 3).
Tanzania is well endowed with natural resources and has a diverse ecosystem to
support a viable economy based on agriculture, livestock, and tourism. Approximately
45 million ha of the land is under forest cover (which is half of the total mainland area),
of which 22 million ha (the largest in SAA) are under reserve. With a population of over
25 million, Tanzania has a low population density of 26 persons per sq km. Land with
good agricultural potential is estimated at 10 million ha, of which about half is cropped
annually (World Bank 1994). Hence, in the short-term, land which can be brought into
cultivation, particularly among smallholders is relatively abundant. The only exception is
the fertile and densely populated area in the north, where population density in some
regions (such as Kilimanjaro), can exceed 200 persons per sq km.
A major constraint to land use is that over 50 percent of the country is infested by
the tsetse fly. Livestock are then concentrated in tsetse-free areas, which causes
overgrazing and conflicts with agricultural land users (De Pauw 1995). The availability
of good agricultural land at its current level differs substantially by region. The
southwest contains a substantial underutilized area, while four regions (Dodoma,
Kilimanjaro, Dar-Es-salaam, and Singida) are overusing the available high-potential land
(World Bank 1994). In spite of the basic difference in the farming systems of the four
regions, (such as the intercropping of coffee-banana in Kilimanjaro and agro-pastoral
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production in Dodoma), the enormous pressure placed on suitable land is causing
agricultural expansion in marginal areas.
The size of landholding in the study area varies considerably. Ninety percent of
the farmers in Bereko, and 76 percent in Haubi own less than 10 acres of land. The
figures for Goima and Mrijo Chini are considerably less: 40 percent and 36 percent
respectively. However, 40 percent of the farmers in Mrijo Chini and 22 percent in Goima
own more than 20 acres, while this figure was 6 percent for Haubi and 4 percent for
Bereko. There is intense pressure to use the land to its maximum potential in Haubi and
Bereko, and nearly all the farmers cultivate all their land, with little room for expansion,
except in marginal areas. Chapter 2 discusses farmers' response in these two villages to
the ensuing soil fertility decline through intensification. This is quite unlike farners in
Goima and Mrijo Chini who often abandon degraded and less productive land and clear
new land for cultivation. In fact, a considerable number of farmers in Mrijo Chini have
farms large enough (some over 40 acres) to warrant the use of tractors to do the clearing
and cultivating.
Land fragmentation is closely linked to land availability, population pressure and
productivity. The literature on land fragmentation generally stresses that it discourages
soil conservation, makes an "impractical" use of modern inputs such as chemical
fertilizer, and reduces the profitability of agricultural investment and the use of
technological innovation (McPherson 1982). Others point out that land fragmentation
"spreads risk" which is associated with micro-climatic variations, pests, and diseases
(Collinson 1983).
During the field survey, the adverse and beneficial aspects of land fragmentation
were observed in Haubi and Mirijo Chini. The majority of farmers in Haubi (90 percent)
and Mirijo Chini (66 percent), had more than one plot. But what seems to be important in
influencing the negative effect of land fragmentation is the number and size of the parcels
per holding, and the distance one travels from the homestead. Fragmented land holdings
of more than two parcels is particularly widespread in Haubi. A different field study
confirmed that the average household in Haubi owns four plots (Mohamed 1995).
The advantage to having plots in hilly areas as well as in the more fertile alluvial
deposits of the valley bottom was observed in Haubi where farmers fully exploited their
ecological niches by planting food and cash crops, leaving certain areas for grazing.
However, the high population density in Haubi, particularly the high ratio of children to
adults, (Table 9), could cause further redistribution of land and substantially reduce the
size of fertile plots. This would make any meaningful investment in land or technological
innovation impractical.
There was no consistent relationship between land fragmentation and the distance
that farmers traveled from their homesteads to their most fertile plots. In Haubi, where
most farmers have several parcels of land, approximately half the respondents reported
walking less than 1 km to their most fertile plot. Similarly, in Bereko, where the majority
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of farmers indicated their land is in one unit, they also walk less 1 km to their most fertile
plot.
However, field investigations suggest a close correlation between distance
traveled to the most fertile plot and good farming and land management practices. Most
of the fields (shambas) in Bereko and Haubi were well-maintained and had at least some
kind of soil conservation measure in place. Less walking distance has contributed to
transporting manure and other residues easily to the farm and encouraging more intensive
farming, since the option for expansion is limited. On the other hand, a large number of
farmers in Mrijo Chini travel more than 10 km to operate large farms, which displayed
few good management practices. These farmers practice extensive farming which is
dependent upon the clearance of more land for cultivation. This is often done in an
environmentally unsustainable manner.
Farmers' responses about changes in the size of their cultivated land in the last
few years, and the distance they travel from their homestead to clear new land, provide
insights about land degradation and land availability inside and outside the village.
Except in Mrijo Chini, where a considerable number of respondents reported a decrease
in their land size, most indicated no significant change within the study area. In Haubi,
some of the farmers who reported an increase in their land size were actually traveling
well over 10 km to clear new land, suggesting an expansion to the lower Irangi areas in
the Kondoa lowlands as has been done traditionally by well-to-do farmers of Haubi
(Mungo'ngo 1995).
In Bereko, there was very little response about change in farm size or expansion
to clear new land, suggesting no room for expansion inside and outside the village. Yet,
only Bereko had no negative response regarding land being lost to the degradation
process. Farmers in Bereko exercise good conservation practices to control the land
degradation because investment in soil conservation practices are economically attractive
to farmers as a result of the increased "scarcity value" of land and lack of access to new
land. A similar response among farmers was observed in areas of serious land shortages,
such as Ukara in Ukerewe District (Ludwig 1968) and the Chagga in Kilimanjaro (Young
1989). The opposite is happening in Goima and Mrijo Chini where it is more profitable
for farmers to clear new land, rather than making improvements to cultivated land.
A large number of farmers in Goima and Mrijo Chini reported a decrease in
cultivated areas because of erosion and gullies. At the same time, many of these farmers
reported clearing new land inside and outside their villages for cultivation. This was
done partly to compensate for the land lost in the degradative process. But
extensification could also be used as a strategy for land expansion since one could claim,
even after leaving the area, ownership of land that one has cleared previously. For
example, some farmers in Mrijo Chini are leasing the land they have cleared and
abandoned to expand into a different area.
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About 44 percent of farmers in Goima were traveling up to 5 km from their
homestead to clear new land for cultivation while this number was 8 percent in Mrijo
Chini. This probably means that the village area in Goima is expanding and that land is
available within a short distance from the village. In Mrijo Chini, a large number of
farmers were traveling over 6-20 km. This reflects expansion outside the village area.
Field observation also confirmed that compared to other villages, farmers in Mrijo Chini
walk a considerably longer distance from their homestead to cultivate their fields and
clear new land.
A key consideration regarding land availability is how long new land will be
available for agricultural expansion. In addressing this issue, the cost to conserve and
maintain the productivity of already cultivated land, as opposed to the cost of clearing
new land, will be important. The expense involved in this example should be seen in a
broader context to include labor and capital. As seen in Chapter 2, most physical
conservation schemes are costly, averaging well over 100 days for establishment and
maintenance. Since the elimination of subsidies, the cost to use a bag of fertilizer (per
hectare) is far greater than the monetary wages of unskilled laborers. On the other hand,
from farmers' responses, it would take twenty-five to thirty days to clear 1 ha of land
using hand hoes, and about ten to twenty days using machinery. Hence, in areas where
land is freely available, it seems rational to keep clearing new land for cultivation rather
than making an investment in conserving and maintaining the productivity of old land.
The study also revealed very few land transactions - except for a handful of
farmers (about 10 percent) in Haubi who had sold their land, and this was the reason for a
reduction in their farm sizes. This is similar to findings which showed that nationally,
only 7 percent of rural households purchased land in the last decade (World Bank 1993).
This suggests that the scarcity value for land is generally low and will stay low, as long as
land is freely available. This was observed in Goima and Mrijo Chini, where fanners
count on expanding into new areas, rather than taking conservation measures which they
feel are demanding or costly.
Farmers in Mrijo Chini were not interested in using fertilizer or other soil
conservation measures, but counted on clearing new land when the soil was exhausted.
This option, however, is not available in agriculturally high-potential areas like Bereko
where the population density is high. Until freely available land is no longer feasible and
land has some kind of scarcity value, farmers in Goima and Mrijo Chini as well as other
parts of Tanzania, will prefer to keep on clearing new land, rather than making
improvements in existing land, particularly if it is degraded.
The study also revealed that children constitute more than half of the village
populations. Such low producer/consumer ratio places a considerable burden on
producers (Table 9). The large number of children, as compared to adults, indicates that
there will be growing demand for land, and that, in the future, land shortages may become
much more severe. Even in the land-abundant areas around Mrijo Chini, laboraugmenting technologies, which are environmentally sound, will be essential for
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increasing the yield per unit area. In areas where there is acute land scarcity, such as
Haubi and Bereko, a high child-to-adult ratio could result in more land fragmentation.
Table 9: Average number of people in the household and producer/consumer
ratios for the four sample villages.
Village

Children

Adults

Haubi
Goima
Bereko
Mrijo Chini

4.46
3.84
3.92
4.70

2.12
1.90
2.74
2.76

Old/
Disabled
0.32
0.64
0.14
0.38

Total
6.90
6.38
6.80
7.84

Producerl
Consumer ratio
0.31
0.30
0.40
0.35

Source:Authors' data, 1997

Land Tenure
Customary land tenure system is widespread in Africa. Declining agricultural
productivity in SSA has raised the question of whether there may be a significant
relationship between declining productivity and a customary or indigenous land tenure
system. At the center of the debate is the assumption that a customary land tenure system
does not provide adequate security, but is instead an impediment to subsistence farmers
who would like to make investments to improve land and agricultural output (Domer
1972; Harrison 1987). In past decades, several studies have challenged this assumption,
pointing out the complexity of a customary land tenure system and that the system is
compatible with intensive agriculture (Cohen 1980; Feder and Noronha 1987; Bruce
1988; Binswanger and McIntire 1987; Migot-Adholla and others 1991).
Customary land tenure system is also closely associated with shifting cultivation
which provides tenure until one moves to a different piece of land. Since most rural lands
in Tanzania are under a customary land tenure system, and shifting cultivation is still
practiced by most farmers, the farmers interviewed for this study were asked whether
they felt secure about the land they cultivate, and if their sense of security, or lack thereof,
has influenced them towards making investments in their land.
The findings indicate that most of the sampled farmers in the four villages (Haubi
98 percent; Bereko, 96 percent; Mrijo Chini, 82 percent and Goima, 72 percent ) feel
secure about the land they cultivate. This is not surprising since after a century of
colonial and post-colonial rule in Tanzania, little has changed in the legal basis of land
tenure (De Pauw 1995). The land tenure laws in Tanzania are based on the Land
Ordinance of 1923 enacted by the then British government. The Land Ordinance has
three fundamental elements which are still retained in the existing land tenure system.
They are: (a) all land in Tanzania is public land; (b) the power of control and
administration is vested in the President on behalf of all citizens; and (c) the right of
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occupancy, whether granted or deemed, is the primary mode of access to and use of land
in Tanzania. In addition, the Land Act of 1995 states that land belongs to the citizens,
the President is the trustee and people have the legal right to own land.
The overwhelming majority of subsistence farmers hold land under the "deemed"
right of occupancy and operate within a customary tenure system. These lands are
allocated by local authorities, not subject to development regulations, and can be held in
perpetuity by smallholders. The Land Act of 1995 further strengthened the rights of
smallholders under customary land tenure by stating the three principles mentioned
above. Hence, the farmers feel secure about their land tenure because the regulations
governing customary land tenure are clear and ensure their right of ownership.
A closer examination of the minority of farmers in Goima (28 percent) and Mrijo
Chini (14 percent) who do not feel secure about their tenure shows that this insecurity had
little to do with the customary land tenure system. Rather, it was due to the influx of
land-grabbing new settlers and the manner in which they secured their land in the village.
In old settlement areas such as Haubi and Bereko, access to land is through inheritance.
In contrast, many villagers in Goima (except the native Buriunjis) are new settlers who
have often seized land without the knowledge of village and local authorities. In fact,
most of those who feel insecure about their land in Goima, viewed the land as the
property of the government.
Most of the people in Mrijo Chini are also new settlers with no tradition of
owning land in the area. But, unlike in Goima, many villagers in Mrijo Chini are largescale farmers who invest in farming for a quick return and then move on to clear new
land, often with the assistance of hired tractors. Some of these farmers may have actually
purchased land and possess some type of transaction document (as witnessed for one
farmer during field work). They may also have received approval from the local
authorities, slightly increasing their sense of security. This contrasts with the situation in
Goima.
Most of the sampled farmers in every village, except Mrijo Chini, feel that
investing in land is profitable, and have already made this investment. The most notable
and diverse investments by farmers were made in Haubi and Bereko. Very few, however,
were made in Goima and Mrijo Chini. In Haubi, 36 percent of respondents invested in
the construction of contour bunds followed by 32 percent in the preparation and
distribution of composite manure, 20 percent in tree planting, and 18 percent in inorganic
fertilizer. In Bereko, 80 percent of the respondents have in the past made investments in
their land by buying inorganic fertilizer, 40 percent in constructing water ways, and 30
percent in tree planting. This finding is related to the overwhelming number of farmers in
Haubi and Bereko who had earlier indicated taking measures (such as terracing and stripcropping along contours) to control soil erosion.
These findings suggest that customary land tenure has not been an impediment to
investing in land. A similar observation is made by another study in Tanzania where
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smallholders make investments in land through the purchase and application of inputs
and other soil conservation measures (Oxford University and Sokoine University Vol. 1,
1992). Hence, this study gives additional weight to the Bruce and Migot-Adholla
empirical case studies that found indigenous African tenure (which may not officially
guarantee continuous rights) has not made farmers insecure or discouraged them from
investing in land, which in turn impacts on productivity (Bruce and Migot-Adholla 1995).
Similarly, comparative household data in Ghana, Kenya, and Rwanda found that
indigenous land right systems are not a significant factor in determining investment in
land improvements, use of inputs or productivity of land (Place and Hazell 1993).
Most farmnersin Mrijo Chini (52 percent) chose not to express their views on the
profitability of investing in land. This is not because they consider land to be
unprofitable, since most of them have come seeking a quick return from farmning.
Instead, they see no need to invest in or improve the land when they can expand or freely
move elsewhere when conditions become unsuitable for production.
It is noteworthy that 40 percent of the respondents in Bereko - more than
anywhere else - are constructing water ways and diversion channels to drain the water
along the contour and prevent excessive run-off during the rainy season. This is laborintensive work. Bereko is a hilly area with considerable slopes, and designing water
drainage systems along the hill is difficult. Yet, farmers in Bereko are making this
physically demanding investment, because their village is densely-populated and
surrounded by forest reserves, and they have limited options for expansion.
The problem in Tanzania centers on land conflict between agriculturists and
pastoralists over grazing rights and the destruction of crops by livestock. The recent
introduction of National Land Policy (MLHUD 1995) is largely to resolve land use
conflicts which have been increasing. The major causes for this conflict are the
expanding rural population, which has doubled in the last twenty-five years, and an
increase in the livestock population. The expansion of agricultural land is estimated at
2.5 percent per annum which is also the estimated rural population growth rate (World
Bank 1994). Overall, land for agriculture is abundant in Tanzania, but over 50 percent of
the land is infested by tsetse, resulting in a concentration of livestock in tsetse-free areas.
This has led to increased conflict with agricultural users over grazing rights. The
expansion of agricultural land often threatens traditional pastoral areas rather than land
for forest and wildlife, which are protected reserves. Hence, the major land conflict
occurs between crop production and pastoral or agro-pastoral production systems.
The findings from the village on the issue of land conflict seems to support this
phenomenon as well as its occurrence in other parts of the country. This type of conflict
(regarding the ownership of land and grazing rights) was frequently cited in Goima and
Mrijo Chini, and relatively less in Bereko and Haubi. Such disputes are particularly
intense in Mrijo Chini, since these areas are traditionally used by Masai pastoralists, and
are now increasingly being cleared for large-scale agricultural expansion. This has led to
open conflict, and local authorities have told farmers not to expand operations into
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pastoralist areas. A large number of farmers in Goima have also indicated experiencing
conflict over grazing rights. This may be because many farmers have moved their cattle
into the area from Haubi as a result of destocking. This may also be due to the large
number of agro-pastoralists living in the area who may be in conflict with those who
mainly cultivate crops.

Local Organization and Extension
Strengthening land users associations at the grassroots level is likely to play a
critical role in dealing with land degradation. Local organizations, with appropriate
support and encouragement, could facilitate participatory development and help address
land degradation (Thrupp 1996; Scherr and Yadav 1996; World Bank 1996; Ghai and
Vivian 1992). Local people may then see themselves as stakeholders in the management
of land resources. But in many countries, partly due to the colonial experience and a topdown policy and management approach, local organizations have not taken root in many
rural areas. Even where such organizations exist, they are often seen as a tool for
implementing government policies. As a result, local participation has been marginal.
This has often been the case in Tanzania.
In the survey, specific questions were posed about whether farmers belong to any
type of local association, and, if so, whether they participate within the village. The
responses revealed that very few farmers knew and were actually affiliated with some
type of local association. Only a minority of respondents in Haubi (20 percent) indicated
having some type of affiliation with a local association, particularly with the recently
initiated Cooperative of Zero Grazers. The absence of local organizations which focus on
conservation and land resource management is surprising given that various donors have
supported conservation projects for decades in Haubi and the surrounding areas. Farmers'
reluctance to participate in local associations is likely due to their negative experiences
with government-initiated conservation measures (such as destocking) and the belief that
such an association could be used as a rubber stamp to promote unpopular conservation
measures.
During field work it became clear that none of the tribal, civic, and religious
leaders were consulted before taking the drastic measure of removing livestock from the
Kondoa Eroded Areas (Chapter 3). This illustrates the absence of dialogue between
officials and villagers about decisions which so profoundly affect the livelihood of local
communities. Needless to say, officials should not be surprised at the depth of resistance
they encounter in enforcing conservation measures, especially when local leaders are not
even aware of them.
Sustainable use of land resources requires the organizational capacity to ensure
villagers participation in the decision-making of their communities. However, in many
parts of SSA, government, as well as donor support may be essential in order to initiate
and strengthen local organizations. At the same time, it should be clearly established that
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local organizations belong to and serve the local clients. A good example is the need to
initiate a fertilizer users association among farmers which would enable them to manage
demand and negotiate price with suppliers.
The extension service can play an important role in facilitating and encouraging
local organizations. This means reorienting the extension service so that its approach
emphasizes local participation in the management of land resources and in its intervention
strategies.
For this to happen, the farmers' view of the extension service and agent is central.
To obtain insights into the organizational constraints, the sampled farmers were asked
about the number of visits made by extension agents to their farms, and whether the
advice they received from extension agents was helpful. Most of the respondents
indicated seeing extension agents once or twice a year, which implies infrequent and
irregular visits at the village level. What could the reasons be?
Agricultural services in Tanzania (which includes livestock) have been affected
by numerous reorganizations (approximately thirteen) since independence. During this
period, extension agents have switched from one approach to another without effectively
reaching the village level. The number of extension agents is reported to be a little more
than 9, 000. With an almost equal number of villages in the country, one out of two
villages should have a resident village extension worker. But in reality, an extension
agent covers three to five villages. The extension service faces serious constraints, such
as lack of trained staff funding and transport, weak organizational structure, and
inadequate supervision to reach farmers effectively at the village level (World Bank
1994).
Except in Goima, most of the respondents, 82 percent in Mrijo Chini, 74 percent
in Bereko, and 60 percent in Haubi felt that the advice they received from extension
agents was helpful. The very favorable view of extension agents in Mrijo Chini is
surprising since extension and conservation activities are limited in this area as compared
to the other villages. It is also striking that 57 percent of the respondents in Goima and
40 percent in Haubi had a negative view of extension agents. The agricultural extension
service is generally perceived as an arm of the government, enforcing conservation
measures and regulations on the rural population. This perception stems from the
colonial experience and the unpopular villagization program.
Farmers in Goima and Haubi have had their own experiences which have made
them suspicious of extension agents. Some agents have enforced unpopular measures,
such as destocking and labor-intensive conservation work to control erosion. Instead of
adopting these measures, many farmers have either moved to Goima or to the
surrounding villages. Needless to say, the negative perception of extension agents and
their advice among most farmers in Goima is understandable. This is because many of
the farmers may have originated from Haubi. This phenomenon has been explained in
detail in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. In fact, during field work, the core investigating team
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witnessedsome farmers openly expressingtheir negative views of extensionservicein
the presenceof extensionagents.
There is also a gap betweenextensionagents and farmerssimilarto that exhibited
by officialsand local land users. The officialview of land degradationin Kondoais
oftenattributedto overstockingand bad herdingand farmingpractices. This is only part
of the truth. Field observationhas foundenvironmentallysound indigenousknowledge
and land managementpractices. Extensionagents shouldbuild on good existinglocal
practicesandtry to incorporatethem intothe technicalpackagewhich they disseminateto
farmers. For example,an observerin Goimahas found that extensionagentshave
rejectedthe indigenousway of constructingridges of "fishbonepattern" when, in fact, it
can capturemoisture better duringthe dry seasonthan the constructionof a long ridge
across the slope,which indigenouspeoplebelievemoves too much soil around,making it
vulnerableto erosion (Ostberg, 1995).
Extensionservicesmust createmechanismsthat build and incorporateindigenous
knowledgeand land managementpracticesinto the recommendedtechnicalpackagesin
each locality. Properly-orientedextensionservicescan promotefarmers'participation,
strengthenlocal organizations,and be proactivein respondingto farmers'needs. The
extensionservicecan also help bridgethe perceptiongap betweenofficialsand land users
on the land degradationproblem(discussedin previouschapters),whichis centralto the
successof land conservationand improvementmeasures.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATION

Official and local land users often have different perceptions and responses to the
land degradation problem. This continues to be a serious impediment to the successful
implementation of policies and projects to address land degradation at the village level.
Some key examples of the perception and response gap between officials and villagers
are summarized in Table 10.
Table 10: Perceptionand responsegap to majorlanddegradationproblems
Problem

Government
Solutions
Overgrazing * Livestock
removal

*

Results

Malnutrition
* Livestockremovedto other
Lackof farmyardmanure
areas
* Regenerationof hilly areas * Non-compliancewith
destockingregulations
* Resentmentof local extension
agents
* Too expensive
* Limitedadoption
* Limitedmarket for milk
* More interestedin farmyard
* High demandon women's
manurethan milk production
time
*
*

Zero-Grazing
Initiative
(improveddairy
cowsand stall
feeding)
Soil Erosion * Labor-intensive *
conservation
(e.g. terracing)
Soil Fertility * No coordinated *
Decline
strategy
* Removalof
*
subsidy
Deforestation

No coordinated *
nationalpolicy *
* Village
woodlots

*

Villagers'Responses

Recommendationsnot
followed

*
*

Decreaseddemandfor
fertilizeruse
Agriculturalexpansionon
forest land and marginal
areas

*
*
*
*

Shortageof fuelwood
*
Encroachmentand conflict *
on pastoraland communal
lands

Contourploughing
Puttingcrop residueand grass
alongcontour
Intercropping,composting,
farmyardmanure
Ploughingcrop residue
Agroforestry
Extensificationand clearingof
new land
Individualtree planting
Use of fire and environmentally
damagingpracticesto clear
new land

Source:Authors, 1997

As highlighted in Table 10, the conflict between the major stakeholders (officials
and villagers) in addressing land degradation problem centers around the lack of villager
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participation both in the diagnosis of the problem and the solution proposed. The
conservation measures which enforced the removal of livestock from eroded areas and
introduced labor intensive conservation measures by the Dodoma Region Soil
Conservation Project (HADO) is a classic example of this gap between officials and
villagers. These measures caused resentment among villagers, and contributed to the
negative perception of the extension agent in the project area.
Local land users are the most critical stakeholders in any successful attempt to
arrest land degradation. They would like to maximize their herd size for their own social,
cultural, and economic reasons. Livestock is seen as a sign of wealth, and an asset in
times of difficulty. This perception tends to encourage overgrazing and land degradation.
Officials and extension agents have attempted to solve this problem by enforcing policies
that reduce herd size in highly degraded areas. This action, however, has been unpopular
among farmers and difficult to implement. Field investigation validated that, in cases
where livestock was removed compulsorily, such as in Haubi village, animals were
moved into another area, such as Goima village, where such measures are not being
enforced. The net result has been transferring the problem into the surrounding areas.
The destocking policy has had the unintended outcome of increasing the
incidence of malnutrition in the affected areas. An alternative approach, known as zero
grazing, focused on improved dairy cows and a stall-feeding system. The primary
objective of this approach is to improve nutritional status by providing milk, and
increasing income through the sale of milk. However, this alternative has not been well
received. Some of the major reasons cited by farmers is labor intensity, shortage of land,
and a limited market for milk. Particularly, it has created more hardship for women
whose responsibilities include the collection of fodder through a cut-and-carry system
away from the village, and cleaning newly-constructed stables for stall feeding.
The most significant reason why villagers have not widely adopted the zero
grazing approach stems from farmers views that it does not take into account the multiple
roles and value of livestock in the farming system. Indeed, one of the unanticipated
outcomes of the zero-grazing approach (as revealed through field validation) is that
farmyard manure has become a source of cash income due to its high demand in areas
where destocking has been enforced. Thus, it would be crucial to take into consideration
land users' perspectives and values, local variations in ecology and socio-cultural
conditions, indigenous knowledge and land management practices, in addressing the
perception and response gap between villagers and officials (Table 10) as well as finding
solutions to land degradation problems.
Farmers are aware that soil degradation, in various forms, is taking place on their
farms as well as in surrounding areas. This awareness is largely based on their
perceptions and interpretation of indicators regarding conditions on their crop and pasture
land. The major physical and biological soil degradation indicators farmers cited include
rill and gully erosion, water absorption capacity (level of run-off), crop yield, change in
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color of crop leaves, stunted crops, emergence of weeds and unpalatable species,
appearance of termite mounds, disappearance of grass, and numerous site-specific plant
species which are identified in this study. Most plant species indicators are local and sitespecific.
There is a wealth of indigenous knowledge which can be tapped in developing
plant species indicators closely linked to soil erosion, decline in soil fertility, or
degradation of pasture land. Future studies should focus on identifying the key local
informants, particularly the elderly, and correlate the occurrence of a particular plant
indicator species with the soil condition of that area.
Farmers' efforts to mitigate land degradation have generally focused on two major
approaches. The first one involves intensification of the farming system using
sustainable production systems and aims to increase productivity for the same unit of
land, while the second involves extensification of agriculture into new areas. In both
cases, farmers' decisions are based on their experience, what they viewed as the most
serious problem affecting their livelihood, particularly the costs and benefits involved in
terms of yield, labor or land expansion, as well as their interpretation of changes observed
regarding land quality.
Intensification of the farming system is largely dependent on the farmer's
initiative and more readily takes place where population density and labor-to-land ratios
are high, where fallow periods are drastically reduced or terminated, and where the
impact-of land degradation affects both cropland and pastureland. This is taking place
in the densely-populated areas, where farmers are taking erosion control measures such as
terracing, strip cropping, bunding, building check dams, constructing water ways, and
tree planting. They are also using low-input techniques, such as intercropping involving
legumes, composting, use of farmyard manure, and agro-forestry to maintain soil fertility.
In some of the densely-populated areas, fragmented landholdings can adversely
affect the effort to intensify farming practices. In areas, such as Haubi, where the average
household has more than four plots, and where the children-to-adult ratio is high,
indicating the growing demand for land, redistribution could reduce the size of farming
plots to a point where innovation and intensification will be unprofitable. Understanding
the adverse and beneficial aspects of land fragmentation on the degradative process and
yield is relevant. This would require a more detailed future investigation on the number
of parcels per holding, their size, their level of fertility, and their distance from the
homestead.
Farmers' initiatives can be enhanced if they are complemented by enabling
policies and suitable institutional arrangements. The proper use of chemical fertilizer
could play an important role in the intensification of the smallholder production system.
However, macro-economic policy, in particular pricing policy, which phased out fertilizer
subsidies to smallholders, has raised the price of fertilizer compared to the output price
for maize, and thus effectively reduced the demand for fertilizer. As a result, the
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overwhelming majority of farmers who have used fertilizer in the past cannot now afford
to use it. Increasing price has also reduced the profitability of retailing fertilizer and has
negatively impacted its availability in local markets.
The decreasing demand among smallholders and the unprofitability of the use of
chemical fertilizer can be addressed by a two-pronged approach. The first and the one
with the most immediate outcome involves policies that provide direct or indirect price
support to encourage the use of fertilizer in the densely-populated areas where farmers are
aware of the benefits of fertilizer, and would like to use it in intensifying their farming
practice. The second one involves a long-term objective and would involve building the
private sector's managerial, institutional, and infrastructure capacity for effective
participation in the importation, marketing and distribution of fertilizer at the national and
local levels. Most important, government policy should focus on an integrated soil
fertility management strategy that creates conditions for enhancing the supply of nutrients
from inorganic, organic, and biological sources at the local level. Such a strategy could
play a key role in the recapitalization of soil fertility and enhancing the productivity of
the smallholder farming system.
Lack of a coordinated policy encourages extensification in environmental
damaging way (such as using heavy machinery and fire in clearing new land), and often
results in heavy deforestation and soil erosion. In sparsely-populated areas, where land is
freely available and labor is a major constraint, farmers will opt for extensification and
will bring more land under cultivation. It is also used as a strategy to get access to more
land since, as mentioned earlier, one could claim ownership on land cleared previously
even if one no longer resides in the area. In fact, extensification is a major driving force
in deforestation within the study area. In some cases, it has also meant expanding into
marginal areas, and walking a substantial distance (over 15 km) from the homestead. At
the present level of farming technology and with poor land management practices,
extensification is likely to exacerbate the land degradation process and affect long-term
sustainability. Still, it is likely to continue until the value of cultivated land increases
sufficiently due to scarcity, and farmers find it more profitable to invest in land
conservation practices rather than clearing new land, or until policies which discourage
extensification are put into effect.
The nexus of poverty, declining soil productivity, and food insecurity becomes
evident in some of the study areas, suggesting the crucial significance of policies which
target the rural poor. Poverty can be a disincentive to undertaking soil conservation and
fertility-enhancing measures. Relatively poor farmers often cultivate marginal lands or
combine day labor with cultivating their own farm. Their actions are directed towards
maximizing immediate gains, which results in the overexploitation of the land or in not
spending as much time (particularly in the planting season) to maintain it. This leads to a
downward spiral that reinforces poverty, low productivity, and land degradation. Further
studies should examine the relationship between farmers below the poverty line and their
willingness to undertake intensification.
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Animal traction could play an important role in increasing productivity, and
bringing new land under cultivation in a sustainable way. Yet, nationally, as well as in
the study area, the use of oxen ploughs is insignificant. This practice is mostly
concentrated in the densely-populated areas where intensification is occurring, and
trypanosomiasis is rare. Even in areas where livestock is plentiful and land relatively
abundant, oxen were not used by most farmers. Hence, it would be valuable to
investigate further the enabling mechanisms that would encourage the use of draft power
in these areas and for smallholder farming systems, since they could increase returns to
labor and yield per unit area in an environmentally sustainable way.
A shortage of water for agriculture and livestock is probably the most fonnidable
development challenge facing smallholders. The lack of rain is a major cause surface
water and pasture shortage in the study area. There are few permanent watering points,
and the overwhelming majority of farmers use shallow wells, swamps, streams, and
sandy rivers. This has caused severe land degradation around these points and along the
routes leading to them. Policies to provide appropriate financial and material support in
establishing more permanent watering points, as well as developing low-cost local water
harvesting and moisture conservation techniques, are critical to arrest degradation and
enhance soil productivity.
The examination of farming practices revealed important aspects of farmer
behavior that influence conservation and the land degradation process. Deforestation was
primarily a result of increasing the areas under cultivation, not fuelwood gathering. The
use of fire is widespread as it is the best means of reducing the incidence of livestock
disease, encourages regeneration of grass and pasture for livestock, and is also used in
clearing new land. But it has the negative effects of the destruction of vegetation cover,
soil organic matter, and the diversity of soil fauna, and increased erosion. There is a
widespread use and increasing demand for farmyard manure even in areas where
livestock-keeping is restricted. Farmyard manure has a long residual effect and enabling
policies to increase its supply among smallholders is a viable option in the restoration of
soil fertility. The government's efforts to initiate communal tree planting were not
widely accepted, and farmers indicated their preference for individual tree planting on
their farms. The practice of agroforestry is also very limited. Given agroforestry's
potential to serve a multiple role by providing cash, fodder, fuelwood, and by enhancing
soil organic matter, future studies should examine and demonstrate whether the
agroforestry system would be profitable to farmers.
Some of the key institutional factors influencing farmers' behavior in undertaking
land improvement measures are land tenure and the capacity of local organization and
extension services. Farmers in general feel secure about the land they cultivate under the
customary land tenure system and do not regard the land as belonging to the government.
Customary land tenure authority is vested in local leaders, not subject to regulation, and
can be held in perpetuity by farmers. Consequently, this has not been an impediment to
investing in land. Indeed, most farmers have invested in or improved their land in terms
of tree planting, buying fertilizer, using farmyard manure, constructing terraces and water
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ways, etc. Lack of investment in certain areas stemmed more from poverty than from an
unwillingness to invest because of insecurity of tenure.
A more pertinent land issue seems to be conflict over grazing rights involving
predominantly crop producers and pastoralists. This conflict is more acute where largescale operators are expanding into traditional pastoral and grazing areas, as observed in
Mrijo Chini. In areas where there is a large tract of common property resources, the
current laissez-faire approach is accelerating conflict and the degradative process.
Government policies must protect communal and pastoral land rights against the
onslaught of excessive land grabbing by large-scale operators.
Farmers are reluctant to participate in local associations mainly due to their
negative experiences with government-initiated, top-down conservation efforts and the
belief that such an association could be used as a rubber stamp to promote unpopular
measures. An example is the compulsory removal of livestock and introduction of laborintensive conservation measures in the HADO project area. Furthermore, the extension
service does not systematically reach the village level, there are few extension agents at
the village level and visits from the extension service are infrequent. Farmers are
suspicious of extension agents as they often see their objectives as being the conversion
of communal lands into government managed protected or conservation areas, which they
will not be able to use.
The extension service does not reach the village level systematically and farmers
are suspicious of the motives of extension agents, particularly in areas where unpopular
conservation measures are enforced. However, the extension service could play a vital
role in bringing scientific and indigenous technical knowledge closer as well as in
achieving convergence between official and local land users' approaches and responses to
land degradation. Indigenous technical knowledge is built upon the lifetime experience
of farmers. It may not, however, keep pace with new changes and problems. The
extension service could enhance farmers' awareness about these changes and guide them
regarding the appropriate response to new, unfamiliar situations.
The crucial challenges facing extension services are (a) developing a technical
package in improved crop and livestock practices tailored and fine-tuned to a specific
farming system and agro-ecological condition; (b) incorporating tested indigenous
knowledge and land management practices into the technical packages; (c) increasing
nutrient uptake efficiency by developing the best combination of organic and inorganic
fertilization methods; (d) involving civic society and the appropriate local organization
before launching conservation measures; (e) working closely with research institutions in
developing and introducing early maturing and drought-resistance crops.
This study has underscored the fact that the intensification process is under way
and is undertaken mostly on the farmer's own initiative. There is also a process of
extensification occurring, by both small and large-scale farmers, in an unsustainable
manner. Enabling policies and institutional arrangements can create favorable conditions
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to encourage intensification through such means as increasing the use of inorganic
fertilizer as well as organic fertilizer (such as manuring, composting, minimum tillage,
ploughing crop residue etc.) provision of permanent watering points, development of
low-cost water harvesting techniques, expanding draft power, and strengthening local
organization and extension services. At the same time, there is also a need for policies
that discourage environmentally damaging land-use practices, such as uncontrolled
extensification in communally-held land and pastoral areas. This incurs societal cost and
could undermine the long-term sustainability of the farming system.
The sustainable use of land resources and the successful implementation of
policies and programs to improve land productivity would require narrowing the gap and
resolving the conflicts between official and local land users. This would require taking
into account land users' perspectives, local variations in ecology and socio-cultural
conditions, incorporating proven indigenous practices and knowledge into technical
approaches, and ensuring local participation in decision-making and strategies to address
land degradation.
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APPENDIX A
HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE TO ASSESS LAND DEGRADATION IN
KONDOA DISTRICT, TANZANIA

Name of Village:_

I. Major Issue: Soil Erosion

1. Do you perceive the problem of soil erosion on your land?
(i) yes -(ii) no ---------2. If yes, what features lead you to believe that such problem exists?
(i).
(ii).
(iii)3. Do you observe change in the level of stoniness in your cultivated land?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ---------4. If yes, has it been increasing or remained the same?
(i) increased ---------(ii) remained the same ---------5. Do you observe appearances of plant species that signify the severity of erosion?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ----
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6. If yes, what are the names of these species?
Local Name

Scientific Name

(i)…
(ii)…
(iii)…
7. Do you use some kind of measure or practice to control soil erosion?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no -8. If yes, which of the following measures do you practice?
(i) cultivation along the contour
(ii) terracing
(iii) strip-cropping along the contour
(iv) bunding
(v) windbreaks
(vi) vegetative and crop cover
(vii) grassed waterways
(viii) tree planting
(ix) check dams
(x) other (specify) --------------------------------9. Have you taken any of the following measures because of erosion?
(i) abandoned your cultivated land? yes-----

no-----

(ii) expanded to marginal land? yes---- (type) -------------- no----(iii) have taken off-farm employment? yes----(iv) other (specify) ------------------------
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no-----

II. Major Issue: Soil Fertility

10. Do you perceive the problem of soil fertility decline on your cultivated land?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ---------11. If yes, has it been:
(i) increasing ---------(ii) decreasing ---------(iii) unchanged ---------12. What features leads you to believe that such problem exists?
(i) -(ii).
(iii).
13. Do you observe change in the level of crop yield on your cultivated land?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ---------14. If yes, has it been increasing or declining?
(i) increased --(ii) declined ---------15. If increasing or declining what are the major reasons?
(i).
(ii).-(iii).
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16. Do you observe appearances of plant species that signify decline in soil fertility?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ---------17. If yes, what are the names of these species?
Scientific Name

Local Name
(i) --

…

(ii)(iii)…
18. Do you use some kinds of practices to maintain or enrich soil fertility of your
cultivated land?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ---------19. If yes, which of the following practices do you use?
(i) use of fertilizer
(ii) use of manure
(iii) intercropping
(iv) mulch or compost
(v) agroforestry
(vi) others (specify) ---------------------------------------------20. If you use fertilizer, what kind of fertilizers do you use?

21. How much do you pay for 50 kg of fertilizer including transport?
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22. Has your fertilizer use increased, decreased, or remained the same?
(i) increased --(ii) declined --(iii) remained the same ---------23. What are the reasons for this change?

(ii).
(iii)…
24. Does investment in fertilizer use benefit you?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ---25. Is fertilizer readily available in your village?
(i) yes -(ii) no ---

.

26. Do you use improved seed?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no 27. If yes, for which crops?

28. How often have you experienced drought and famine in this area?
(i) once in 3 years ---------(ii) once 5 years ---------(iii) once in 10 years ---------(iv) other (specify) ----------
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29. What measures do you take in times of drought and famine?

(ii).
(iii).
30. Have you received relief or food assistance from the government or other sources in
times of drought or famine?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ----------31. Which months of the year are often associated with food shortage?

III. Major Issue: Land Availability
32. How many people live in your household? ---------(i) small children ---------(ii) adults ---------(iii) old age/disabled -33. What is the total area of your cultivated land?
-------- Ha
34. Are you cultivating all your land?
(i) yes---------(ii) no---------35. If no, what are the reasons?
(i).
(ii)…
(iii)…
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36. Are all your fields in one unit?
(i) yes----------(ii) no----------37. What is the distance from your home to the most fertile plot? --------------38. What is the distance from your home to a less fertile plot? --------------39. Has the size of your cultivated land changed?
(i) yes -(ii) no ---------40. If yes, has it:
(i) increased ---------(ii) declined ---------(iii) remained the same ---------41. If it has decreased, what are the reasons?

(ii).
42. How do you address this problem? (solutions)
(i) -----(ii).
(iii)…
43. If your cultivated land has expanded, is the newly cultivated land as productive as the
previous one?
(i) Same---------(ii) More productive ---------(iii) Less productive ---------44. How far is this newly cultivated land from your homestead? --------------------
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45. How many days does it take you to clear 1 Ha of new land? ------------------

IV. Farming Practices
46. What are the major crops grown on your farm in order of importance?
(i) ----(ii) ---(iii)…
47. Do you grow each of these crops alone or do you mix them with other crops?
(i) alone ---------------(ii) with other crops (name the most common combinations)
48. Do you plant the same crop every year or change to other crops or practice
fallowing?
(i) plant the same crop each year ---------(ii) change to other crops ---------(iii) practice fallow --------(iv) change to other crops and then practice fallow ---------49. Tillage practice used by farmer
(i) hand labor-----

family labor----

hired labor-----

(ii) drought power-------

owned-------

(iii) tractor-------

owned---------- hired-----------

hired----------

50. What do you do with your crop residue?
(i) bum them ---------(ii) use them as feed ---------(iii) use them for cooking ---------(iv) others (specify) ----------
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what season---

51. Do you use irrigation in any of your plots?
(i) yes --(ii) no ---------52. If yes, what crops ?
(i) rice ---------(ii) vegetables -----(iii) maize ---------(iv) sugarcane ---------(v) other (specify) ---------53. Do you use fire as part of your land management practices?
(i) yes -(ii) no 54. If yes, name type of use?
(i) clearing of new land ----------(ii) clearing of weeds ----------(iii) pasture regrowth -----------55. Your livelihood mainly depends on:
(i) cropping only ---------(ii) both cropping and livestock ---------(iii) livestock only ---------56. If you have livestock, indicate type and number?
Type

No.

Zero Grazing? (yes or no)

Use

(i) ---(ii)…
(iii)…
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57. Do you grow trees on your farm?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ---------58. If yes, for what purposes?
(i) fuelwood ---------

tree type ----------------------------------------

(ii) building materials -------tree type ---------------------------------------(iii) fodder ---------

tree type ----------------------------------------

(iv) soil fertility maintenance ------

tree type -----------------------

(v) fruits or nuts -----

tree type -----------------------------------------

(vi) windbreaks ------

tree type -----------------------------------------

(vii) shades -----------

tree type ----------------------------------------

V. Major Issue: Stocking Rate
59. Do you have shortage of pasture or feed for livestock?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no -60. If yes, which are the critical months?

61. How do you deal with this problem?

(ii).
62. If you have shortage of pasture, do you think that decreasing the number of livestock
will help solve this problem?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ----------
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63. How many permanentwateringpoints do you have in the village? ---------64. What is the most commontype of permanentwateringpointsused in your village?

65. Do you observethe emergenceof unpalatablepasture speciesin the grazingareas?
(i) yes---------(ii) no ---------66. If yes, what are the namesof these species?
ScientificName

Local Name
( ) -i
(ii)(iii)…
VI. Major Issue: Land Tenure

67. Do you feel secure that the land you cultivatebelongsto you?
(i) yes---------(ii) no ----68. If no, what are the reasons?
(i).
(ii)69. Is investmenton land profitable?
(i) yes ---(ii) no ---------70. If yes, what kind of improvementor investmenthave you made?
(i).
(ii)…
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71. Have you ever had conflict regarding the ownership of the land you work?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no ---------72. Have you experienced conflict over grazing rights?
(i) yes ---------(ii) no -73. If yes, who did it involve?
(i) pastoralist ---------(ii) farmer -----------

VII. Major Issue: Availability of Household Energy
74. What is the primary source of your fuel?
(i) fuelwood-------------(ii) crop residue ----------(iii) dung ---------------(iv) kerosene -------------(v) other (specify) -------75. Indicate the time and distance you travel to collect the primary source of fuel?
(i) time ------------(ii) distance ----------76. If you are buying these energy sources locally, have the prices you pay been:
(i) increasing -------(ii) decreasing-------(iii) remained the same---------
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77. If you face fuelwood shortage, what are the reasons?
(i).
(ii).
78. What measures are you taking to deal with this problem?
(i) agroforestry ---------(ii) private tree planting ---------(iii) communal tree planting ----(iv) natural regeneration ---------(v) use of energy saving devices ---------(vi) other (specify) ---------VIII. Major Issue: Institutional Capacity
79. Do you belong to a farmer association or some kind of local association?
(i) yes -(ii) no ---------80. If yes, indicate names and their main activities?
Activities

Names

81. Have you been involved in some capacity in one of the projects in your area? Did
you benefit from these projects?
Project

Type of involvement

(i)…
(ii)…
(iii)…
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Benefited? (yes/no)

82. How often does an extension agent visit you in a year?
Type of extension agent

# of visit per year

(i) Agricultural extension officer
(ii) Livestock officer
(iii) Cooperative officer

----------

(Iv) Community development officer

----------

83. Do you find the advice you get from the extension agent helpful?
(i) yes -(ii) no ----------
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